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 ����� �F=�
  : 4��� ��C%�ह� �& ����* ����3+  
 

SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN:   I don't mind. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): That 

name may be deleted. 

SHRI SURESH PACHOURI:   thank you, Sir. 
 
SHRI SATISHCHANDRA SITARAM PRADHAN: I don't mind, 

*&��� 	��& �" V #*� �ह8 �ह� 4��&  ���& 	- � 4WहF�& 0W� ���, 1�� �� 
�ह8 �ह�+  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR): The 

House is adjourned for lunch till 2.30 P.M. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at  forty-one minutes past one 

of the clock. 

The House reassembled after Lunch at thirty-three minutes past two of the 
Clock, THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM)   in the Chair. 

PRIVATE MEMBERS' RESOLUTION 

Re.Need for review of the Constitution of India 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Now we will take 

up further discussion on Private Members' Resolution moved by Shri Ramdas 

Agarwal. 

	
 ����� �F=�
 (�G� @���):  4����.j 	ह��, 	&�� �� �%t 	- 
3� !%�<� �� =;� ह$+ 	� ���� .�� 2-5-1997 �&  ��Z*�	-�� �"�*�&� 36268 
�� n� ��Zt� ���� ��ह�� ह� �  ���	- ������ 	ह�� �&  �ह"� ��T� ���p( 
<&+ 	� 4��� 4y� ���� ��ह�� ह� �  In his direction giving by Hon'ble Chairman 

regarding Private Members' Bills and Resolutions and the time-limit for 
discussion on Private Members' Bills and Resolutions he said, "The 
maximum time-limit for the discussion on a Private Members Bill or 
Resolution would be two hours." 

	ह��, 	� ���&  	�.	 �& ����� ��ह�� ह� � �� ह �� �& � "(� ह$ 
��� �� ��A �� �� �ह� ह$ �� �� ����� �	 !��� ह� �"��? ^�� 
��	��� �� 	&�&  ��	�	R ह�, 4WहF�& �� 	"�� 4g��  ह$ 4��& 	� 0�ह	� ह��  �� 
�� �%�7 0���5 �� �ह� ह$ 4��& �� 	� �ह	� �ह8 ह� � + ���*3 	� �� 	"�& �� 
4g��� ��ह�� ह� � +  
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����� ��� ह ह$ �� 	�R�* �& �����7� �� �� 	�R� ह�, �& ���&� �	����� 

�� ��&� �	����� %ह �� ह�� 	P��� �ह8 ह$ +  �� ह ��A ह�� Oo	 �� ह� ���� 
ह$, 0#� �� ���&  ������ �� 0�"	�� =��� ���& ह� �� �� �� ��2*�5 �&�&  
�&  �*3 �����7� 	�R� 	P��� �ह8 ह�+ �� 	�R� 	P��� �ह8 ह� �� ,� ���� 4|� 
�&�& �&  �*3 4�� �%��# �&  	�R� 	P��� �ह8 ह� �� ,� ���� 4|� �&�& �&  �*3 
4�� �%��# �&  	�R� ह�� �-#&? 	� ह ����� ��ह�� ह� �  + 	&�� 0��� ������� �&  
�ह��� �& 4WहF3� ह ����� �� ह$ �� %ह �� 4�?�<� �ह8 हF#&+ 0#� ह �ह� 
ह$ �� �� �� ��A �� ��5 ���o �ह8 ह$ + ���*3 	� �� !%�<� �� =;� 4g��� 
��ह�� ह�� + 
 
 	
 ��������  @��� ,�ह� ( >?� @���): �� !%�<� �� =;� <�, 4� 
�� 	&�� ��%&�� ह$ + ......(!%7��)... 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7��  ��
�): �� �� 2%���� G) G�C� 4g��� 
��ह�& ह�+ 

 SHRI SURESH PACHOURI:   Under what rule? 
 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: I am talking on the same point. ��, 4WहF�& 
�ह� �� �� घ��&  =$�w��6� ह�+ �s �� ह �� ����& �� �s �� ��- �� ����& =��%&� 
	���C ��* �� घ��&  �� ��	� 	- �	�2� ह"3, ���� 4��&  %'*&(� 	- �	�2� ह"3+ 
ह ����& �� �s �� ��-+  
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ���& �ह� )�	�� �� �� घ��&  �� 
�	 ��7A��� ��� #� <�+ �� �%t �� 2 घ��&  28 �	��� ��A ह� �"�� ह$  
*&��� �5 	���C �&  ��	 ह�� �� ह�  �� ��*�� ��ह�& ह�   + ��V*� ��� �� ���J�� 
�� �� ��A ह� �ह�  <� �� i� ��	��� 09%�* ��ह� 6 ��� ��* �"�&  <&+ 
4��&  0*�%� 0�� ���� ���B �&  ��� ���F �� ��	 ह$, ����� ���� ���B �&  
���� ���F �� ��	 ह$, ��.��.��. �&  3� ��� �� ��	 ह$  �� �� 0W �� ��	 
ह$ + ह �� =��%&� 	���C �&[� �(� ह$, 0��� ����& 	�	*F �� �� ह	 ��A ���-
��� ?��* n%� �� ���& ह� +  
 
 	
 ����� �F=�
: 0#� _��� �	 *&�� ��ह�& ह� �� �� ����7 	- ह�4� 
�� �� ���� *& *���3+ ���&  0����I ह�� �� 	�R� �� �� 	P��� �ह8 ह$+  
 
 >����G�(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �ह�� �� 	�R� �� �� 	�	*� ह$, 	�R� �� 
O"�  
....(!%7��)... 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

1 think it would be better, if you take the consensus of the House. 

(Interruptions)... I have no problem of having a discussion on this issue 

because different political parties have their own perceptions. But I would 

like to request you that the rules and conventions should be followed. Before 

you proceed further, if you can take the consensus of the House, it would be 

better. I understand that there are nine Members to speak. In that case, 

practically, the rest of the day will be engaged in it. I think there is no 

problem, provided the House agrees and you agree. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, if my memory doesn't fail, the other day the Chair sought the 

consensus of the House and the House in its wisdom decided that it should be 

continued the next time also. That is my memory. Sir, you can go through the 

record. The House expressed its opinion that it could be continued the next 

time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Again the House is 

going to decide it. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West Bengal): Sir, in that case, the ballot 
for today should not have taken place because the chance of those Members 

whose Resolutions have been ballotted stands cancelled. If this was the 
earlier decision of the House that it should be continued, they should have 
known that the Resolutions of the other Members could be taken up and their 

names should not have been ballotted. This is unfair to them. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Sir, this is not for the first time that this is 

happening.   I have seen it happening during the Private Members' Business. 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD.. SALIM): It is not a point of argument. 
There is no question of arguing. You made your point. They are also making 

their points, ���� �� ��� ���& 	- �" V �ह�0 ह$+  

SHRI R.S. GAVAI (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the 

Resolution was discussed on 10th December and because it was a discussion 

of vital nature -1 just referred to the debate of last time-a ruling was given by 

the Chairman that the Resolution should be taken up on the next occasion. I 

do agree with my hon. friend; the Resolution being of important nature, those 

who want to speak on the Resolution should not be debarred. Ample time 

should be given to them. This is a subject which relates to the nation as a 

whole and, therefore, the addition of the two Resolutions in the computer 
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agenda was unnecessary because the movers of those Resolutions are 
deprived of their opportunity. I don't want to enter into that controversy. I 
request you that those who want to speak on the Resolution must be allowed 

to speak at the fullest length. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, I differ from him. What I 
feel is that if any party is not represented so far, that can be done. If some 
Member has already spoken from a party, further addition from the same 

party should be avoided. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Normally, in the 

case of Private Members' Resolutions time is not allotted on the basis of 

party. Every individual Member has a right to speak. You are correct that on 

the last occasion when it was discussed, the House in its wisdom decided that 

it should be continued so that more Members could take part. Now, I am told 

there are 11-12 names. But most of the names are from those parties whose 

Members have already spoken, like the Congress - four Members have 

spoken - the BJP - five Members have spoken - one from the TDP i.e. Shri 

Ramachandraiah and two others. It is also true that if the same Resolution 

continues for long, then the rights of other Members are curtailed. We have 

already consumed the time allotted to this Resolution i.e. two hours. We have 

already taken two hours and twenty-eight minutes. Now, I think many names 

are there Mr. Pranab Mukherjee's name is there, Mr. Vayalar Ravi's name is 

there, Mr. Santosh Bagrodia's name is there, Mr. Kidwai's name is there, and 

from this side also there are five more names, Mr. Lalit Bhai Mehta, 

Mr.Narendra Mohan, Mr. Ahluwalia, Mr. B.P. Singhal, Mr. Ravi Shankar 

Prasad. Now, my request is, if most of the Members just forego their right to 

speak, then instead of going on discussing it and wasting time, let one or two 

Members who want to speak on this matter can speak and we can conclude 

this. Subsequently, we can take up the next Resolution. But the House is 

supreme. You have to decide. I have to take the sense of the House. Though 

the sense was taken on 10th December, when this discussion was going on 

since this point has been raised again, we can take the sense of the House, as 

you desire. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Sir, one Member from each 

Party. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): But so far as the 
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other question is concerned, Pachouriji, you have raised the question as to 

who will reply. Mr. Ram Jethmalaniji has written to the Chairman, citing 

some personal reasons, some urgent matter. 

SHRI SURESH PACHOURI: What about the State Minister? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): So, naturally, he has 

sought the leave and now...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI SURESH PACHOURI: Who will reply, if the discussion is 

concluded? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Mr. Jaitley is there, 

on behalf of the Minister...(Interruption)... 
 

	
 ��<��6 ��J KL� (�$ह��): ��, 	"a&  ��	- ��5 1���[  �ह8 ह�#� 
*&��� ���� 	- 	&�� ��	 ����&  ���� �� ह$ +  
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ह 	�	*� �ह�� �	�2� ह� ��3#�, 
4��&  ��� 4��� ��	 � ��3#�+ ��	- ��5 ��,�� �ह8 ह$+ 0� i� ��	�W]$� 
��*-#&+ ....(!%7��)... �& �O3, 	� ��.�&.��. �� ���9&� ���B, ���F �&  ���F 
�& �ह �ह� ह��  �� 0#� �� %� "����*� 0��& ��	 �%�q' ���& ह� �� �g� �ह&#� 
,F�� �� �� G*�&�� ��)� 	���C ��* �"�&  ह� + ....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह������� � (�$ह��): ��, ��	- 	&�� �ह�� ह ह$ �� �� 
�& ह ��� �*� ह$ �� =��%&� 	�J��C ��* � =��%&� 	�J��C ��[' �(� �� 
������ �*� ह$, � �& ......��	- ���B �� ��5 ��* �ह8 ह$ + I Then why did you 

ask the Party people to withdraw their names? There is no Government 
Business or no party identification. We have taken up Bills against the wishes 
of political parties, against the wishes of the Government, because we wanted 
that. We are concerned about those Bills and Resolutions; that is why we 
raised it in the past also. We should not break this convention and deprive the 
future generation... (Interruption)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Mr. Ahluwalia, I 

had said that the time allotted to this Resolution was two hours and, already, 

two hours and twenty-eight minutes have been consumed. Time is not allotted 

on the basis of party. Members of different political parties have already 

expressed their views. This cannot continue for long. Since some more 

Members are wanting to speak, they can take part.....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: No, no. respected Vice-Chairman, Sir, 
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time was not allotted.     The time allotted to today's Private Members' 
Resolution is two hours. That is all right. But..(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Particularly, for this 

Resolution. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: No, no...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please sit down. 

You have made your point, I understand....(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: No, no Sir. There is no such rule... 

(Interruptions)... 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):  Please sit down. �� 

�$�g3...�� �$�g3.....�� �$�g3+ 	��& ���� �"� �*� ह$, 0� 	"a& ��*�& 
����3 ' You cannot go on for long. Please sit down. Take your seat. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: I will sit down. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please sit 

down.You have made your point...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Please give me a ruling on that. Under 

what rule you are suspending like this? You cannot suspend like 
this....(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please take your 

seat. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: When you are giving a ruling, you 

must... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Nothing will go on 

record. Whatever Mr. Ahluwalia is saying, nothing will go on record. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):   Sorry,  �&�O3, 
�	��� 0ह*%��*� �� �	a�& 	- [�� ��,�� ह� #5 ह$  + 	��& �� ("d 	- ह� �ह� "
�� �� =��%&� 	�J��C ��[' �(� �&  �*3 �� घ��&  �� �	 ��� #� <� �� �� 
�� �ह*& ह� �� घ��� 28 �	�� �ह� ह� �"�� ह$ + 10 ���J�� �&  )$ �*& �&  ��� 0�� 
	� ह�~� ��  

* Not recorded. 
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�&W� *��#�+ 0� 	� ह�~� �� �&W� *&�� ह� �  �� ,� �� ��� � �� ��� �g-�P 
���F �&  ��	 ह�, %& �� �� �#& ��*�� ��ह�& ह�? 

        �" V 	���� ���: �ह8, �ह8+ 
SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * ...(Interruptions).... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please, please, sit 

do wn.... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 
 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please, take your 

seat. (Interruptions) 	� ���� ��[' % ���� ��ह �ह� <�, 	��& >X*# �� �� <�+ 
0#� ���� ���� �ह8 ह$  �� ���� 	�*� ह �ह8 ह$ �� ....(!%7��)...  

Please sit down. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN(SHRI MD. SALIM): Please take your 

seat. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please take your 

seat. 	� ���� ��[' % ���� ��ह �ह� <�, 	��& >X*# �� �� <�+ 0#� ���� 
���� �ह8 ह$ �� ���� 	�*� ह �ह8 ह$ �� ....(!%7��)...  

 SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):   Nothing is going 

on record. �� �$�g3+ 0ह*%��*� �� �� �� �� * �ह&  ह� %ह �����C 	- �ह8 "
��3#�+  

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA: * 

 
 	
 ������ �M��� ( ���NJ��): 4����.j 	ह��,  ���� 
����� �& 	� �� (6� �ह�� ��ह�� ह�� + 3� �)� ह �%t ��	�& �� <� �� 
	���� 4����.j 	ह�� �&  ह�4� �& ��V� <�, �� �%t �� 0ह�	� �&  
���E ���� �#& �Y�� ��3� �ह8? �%C�J	�� �& ��� 	���� �����F �& 
�ह� �� �%t #J��� 
 
ह$ ���� �#& �&  �%t 	-  �*� ��3+ 4� �	 ��5 =������ �� ��� �ह8 <�, 
�#&  

* Not recorded. 
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�&  �R 	- �*� ��3+ ��� �&  0�"��� ���& �� �� ��C-���� 	- �� �%t �� 
�O� ह$+ 	� �ह8 ����� ह �%t ��ह&  �� घ��&, �&� घ��&  � 3� घ��&  �*&, ���&  
��� �� ���� ����&  	���� ��� �� =��%&� 	&J�� ��* *& ���& ह� + ��	- 
�ह� � ��� �� �UV� ����& �� �%;��� �ह8 ह$+ ....(!%7��)... �� �� 
�%t ���� 	- ह �%t ह$+  

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Sir, I would like to make a small 

submission for your consideration. I entirely agree with Shri Ramdas Agarwal 

that when this Resolution was being discussed in December, it was agreed 

that the time would be extended. At that point of time the consensus was that 

time should be extended. But thereafter a major development has taken place. 

A Constitution Review Committee has already been appointed. This was not 

the picture in the month of December. When the House agreed to extend the 

discussion on this particular aspect, at that point of time, the House was not 

aware as to when the Goverrmient was going to appoint a Constitution 

Review Committee. The main purpose of the Mover of the Resolution has 

already been achieved when this discussion was pending in the House. I do not 

blame the hon. Member and the Mover of the Resolution. But unfortunately it 

happened that when the House resumed in the Budget Session, this Resolution 

could not be taken up. A question was raised as to why it has come today. Sir, 

the main purpose of the Resolution has already been achieved. The 

Government has set up a Constitution Review Committee. I feel that no useful 

purpose would be served if we continue with this debate. Shri Venkaiah 

Naidu has already initiated the discussion on the Motion of Thanks on the 

President's Address. We are going to have a substantive discussion. Various 

hon. Members have given their names. So far as this particular Resolution is 

concerned, to my mind, the objective has already been achieved. The time 

has already lapsed. I think no useful purpose would be served if we continue 

with the discussion. So far as my party is concerned, we feel that there is no 

need for continuing the discussion further on this Resolution because the 

other hon. Members would be denied of an opportunity to speak on other 

Resolutions. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA (Assam): Sir, I am not a very old 

Member of the House. Being Members of very small regional parties, we 

have to express our feelings on this particular subject. Sir, we will be 

thankful to you and to the hon. Members if they allow some of the Members 

to express their viewpoints.  Some of the viewpoints can also be referred to 
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the Constitution Review Committee, if it is so desired. We are not having any 

access to the Constitution Review Committee. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): So far as your first 

point is concerned, that is all right. You should get an opportunity to make 

your point here. This Resolution is something else. This Resolution does not 

have anything to do with the Constitution Review Committee. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Sir, with due respect to the hon. Member, 

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, I would like to say that precisely because there is a 

Constitution Review Committee, this House must discuss this Bill in as 

greater detail as is possible because that will provide the Commission the 

thought that is flowing in the House. ...(Interruptions).... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI (Kerala): If you look at it, the Resolution 

is operative. It says, "That this House is of the opinion that a review of the 

Constitution of India has become necessary in the light of our experience 

during the last 50 years both at the State and Central level and recommends to 

the Government to take early action in this regard." That is why Shri Pranab 

Mukherjee has said that it is already taken. A Committee has been appointed. 

After the action has been taken, and a Committee has been appointed, the 

operative part of the Resolution becomes infructuous. 
 
	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : 4����.j 	ह��, 	&�� ���	(� ���*3  

ह$ �� ह ������ �� ("> �� #5 ह$ �� �5 ���- ह	 #%�C	-� ����&� 	- ����� 
�ह8 �� ���& ह$ ��� �&  �%��W� �*F �&  ���F �� �� 0��� ��%�� ह��� ह$ 
�� 1�& �%7&� *�3 ��3� � 1�& 0	-�	-� ��3 ��3�  %ह ���&  	�.	 �& ��� 
�&  y��� �� ��� �&  	�.	 �& ����� �� .�� ��Zt� ���� ��ह�& ह�+ ���&  
�ह*& �� ����� �� �� �ह� ह$, 	"a&  �� ह$ %��&� (�ह �� �� 3� ��* <� %ह 
�5 �&(� �� �*�� �ह� �� �� �� �&*&%-� 	- ��)C  ���� 	- ह� �ह8 ���&  
�%;% 	-  ह ��A ह� �ह� ह$ �� ���� �&  ���%7�� 	- ,� �" V ���%�C�  ��� �� 
�ह� ह$ ? %ह ह��� ���ह3, �ह8 ह��� ���ह3? ��5 �	&�� ��� ह$? 4�& 	��# �ह&  ह� 
�ह8 	��# �ह&  ह$? =E% �� �& �ह� �� ������D�� ��� #� <� *&��� =E% �� �&  
ह� �" V *�# 4��� �%��7 �� �ह&  ह� �� 4��&  �*3 ��5 �	&�� �ह8 	��# �ह&  ह�+ 
�� ह� �>�� ह$ �� ह �&�� �(� 0#� �� ��� �&  	�.	 �& ��� ह� ���� 
ह$ �� ह	 ����� �&  	�.	 �& ��!� �	&�� �&  ��� 0��& �%��� �&� ��- #&+ ह� 
3� 	&J�� 0��& �%��� �&� ��& #�+  
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 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �ह*�%��*� ��, �� �"���& 	&J�� 
ह�+ �� �� �-� 	- �ह8 �� �ह& ह�+ ���&  �*3 ��A �*�� ���ह3 � �ह8 �*�� 
���ह3, =;� ह ह$+  
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��A �*�� ���ह3+ ���&  �*3 ह�4� 	- �-� 
*&�&  �� ��5 �>�� �ह8 ह$  ,F�� ह�4� �� �-� 3� ह� %I �*� ����  ह$ �� 
%I �&�� �(� � =��%&� 	&J��C ��* ������� ��� ���� ह$, 4� %I ���� 
�-� �*� ���� ह$ �� 4� �� ��A �*�� ह$ + ���� �%��7 ����� ���� ह$ %& 
0��� ��A �&  	�.	 �& �%��7 �� ���&  ह�+ �� 4��&  ��V&  ���& ��� ��� ह$ 
4����.j 	ह��, What is the sanctity of this business? ��.3.��. �& 
��� �� ���, �*�� G) ����&� 	- V� �"�� �� 4��&  ��� �ह�� �� �ह8, 
��A �ह8 ह��� ���ह3 �� 4��&  �*3 �-� *&�� ....(!%7��)... 
 >����G�H 	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �ह8, �ह8 �ह*%�" �*� �� �� 
����& ह� ह�� �� ,��A _��� *���� ��- � 0�� ���� �&� 0� ��-, ह ��� ह� 
�ह� ह$+ #*�)ह	� �ह8 ह��� ���ह3+  
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : �&� 0� ���3 4����.j 	ह��, ��� 
	�R� �� �%�� �-#& �� �&O-#& ����  =$� ��-#& � �ह8+  
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ���& 4g�� <�+  
 	
 ����� �F=�
: 4����.j ��, ��j&� 	- 	� ���� .�� ��_ ��� 
3� %�C  �&  =;� 566 �� n� ��Zt� ���� ��ह�� ह� � + ��	- �� ��O�� �$�� ह$ 
�&� 567 �� 4��� ��), 0��& ��<� �� ���� %�ह �& �*& #3 ह�, 4Wह-  ����� 
��ह�� ह��  ��: 

"On an occasion, a member moved a resolution on 7 March, 1969, 

regarding diplomatic recognition to German Democratic Republic. The 

resolution was discussed on 21 March 1969, also but remained inconclusive. 

The mover of the resolution moved a motion that the time for the debate on 

the resolution be extended. The motion was negatived by a division and the 

resolution lapsed at the end of the session." 

 
	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ,� ह$? 

 	
 ����� �F=�
: �� 	���� ��� �&  �ह� �� �& %* �����,��� ��&� 
	-  
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�-� �*� ���� ह$, 1�� ��� �ह8 ह$ + 3� ��� �ह*& ����(� 7 	��C �� 

ह� #� <�, 4��&  ��� 21 	��C �� �� ह�4� �� �-� �*� #�+ ह �� ��� �� 
������ �ह� ह$+ �� ������ �&  �����*� 	- 	&�� ���& �9ह ह$ �� �� ह�4� �� 
�-� *& *-+ 4��&  ��� �� �� �� 0��& �%��� !I ��- �� 0��� ��EC ��-+  
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��V*& �&(� 	- 	� ��� �ह8 <�, �� �ह� 
ह� �"�� <�+ �ह� ह��� 3,��-( �� ���	 ��,*&� ��� #� <�+ �-� �&  ��� 
ह�4� 	- �*� #�, �� ��W� ���� #� �� 0� �*�� G) ����&� 	- � �"�� 
ह$+    That means, it is extended; it is already extended; it is automatically 

extended. It is listed in the Business. ..(Interruptions)... 

 
	
 ������ �M���: 	ह��,  	� ����� �� ���� �� �ह8 ह� �  *&��� 

	���� ��P�� ��  �& �� �ह�+ 	��& �"�� �� 4WहF�& �ह� �� 	�%� �& 	�% ��� �� 
���	 3,��-� ��� ��3+ *&��� 	��&  ���	 3,��-� ���& �&  �*3 �� �" * 
=�<C�� �ह8 ��+ �� �� ��� �&  �UV� ���ह� �� �� ��& 3,��-� ��� ��3 �� 
��� �&  ह� ���� �%���� ���+ �� �� ��� �� ��C ���� 	- ह ह$+ 	��& 	�% 
�ह8 ���, 	��& =�<C�� �ह8 �� �� ���� ��*� �O� ��3+ ह �� ��� �� �UV� 
�&  	"����� �� �� �%t ���� 	-, �� �� ��C ���� 	- �� ह"� ह$+ ��C ���� 
	- �� �%t � �"�� ह$ 4��� �� �� ��ह �& ����� ���& ��O��� �m��� �ह8 
�� ���&+  

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN (Uttar Pradesh): Sir, I have a point of 

order. The point that has been raised by the hon. Member from that side is 

misconceived because he is placing a wrong analogy here. Actually, the 

Resolution, which is before us, has already been approved for discussion by 

the BAC and now the House has to discuss it. He is neither seeking an 

extension nor any other favour. Once the Chairman has given the permission 

for discussion of an issue and it has been approved for discussion by the 

Business Advisory Committee, the House has to discuss it. 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �" V #*�)ह�	�� ह� �ह� ह� + 
��T�>� �& ह	��& ��� > � ह�, =����� ह$ �� �W%-(�� �� ह� + ह	�& ��V*& �R 
	-, ह�4� �& ��V*& �R 	- ��)C  ���� ह� )$ �*� �*� <�, �� �%t �� 	ह|� 
�� �&O�� )$ �*� �*� <� �� ��& �� �R 	- *$2� �ह8 ���� ���ह3 �� 0#*& 
�&(� �� ह �� ��W� �ह& + 	��& �	��\� �� �&O� ह� + ���� 	�*� ह �ह8 ह$ �� 
���� �� घ�-, ��� घ��&  �� ��3 ��3�+ �	 ह�4� �� ह$ �� �� ह�4� �� 
�� ��5 ��EC �ह8 *& ����  
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ह$+ 4� %I ��2�� �&�	$� �& �ह� <�, “It is 5.30 now” 	� ��� �� �ह� ह� �  
,F�� �ह"� ��r�� ��� �� �ह� ह$  + “ We had decided that we will be 

here today till 5.30” 4� %I ���	 3,��-� ��� #� <�, “The Discussion 

will continue in the next session”. ���� ह� ह"�+ 0�� �7& घ��&  �� �	 �� 
�� �*� #� �� �� �� �P� ��*&#�, �P� ��*�� ��ह�� ह$ ��*�& �&  �*3 ��� 
��� ��* ���&  ह� + *&��� )$ �*� 4� %I ह� ��� #� <� �� �� ��� � 
�� �� �-(� 	- *$2� � ह��&  ��� ��3 �� �� �&(� �� ��& �ह�& �- + ह �-� 
10 ������ �� �*� <�+ *&��� �$�� ह�� �� 4�& ����=&� ��� �� �ह� ह$  ह 
4��� �&#&� ���& �� ���(( �� �ह& ह� �� �& %* �W���,��� ��&� �� � 
0��2(� ��&� �� ह� �&#&� ��� �� ���� ह$, ह #*�)ह	� ह$ + 0ह*�%��*� 
�� �� �"���& ��� ह� ��  ह ����& ह�+ 0� 0#� 	�R� 	ह�� ���� �%�� 
�&�� ��ह�& ह� �� %ह �&   ���& ह� �� ���� ह8 �� Oo	 �� ���& ह�+ ह �� 
ह�4� �� ह� ��%� ह$+ *&��� ,F�� 0�� 3� �� ��	 ह� �� %& 0#� �� �	�� ,���� 
�	�� ��* *- �� ह ह� ���� ह�+ �7� घ��� �� ��)C  ��	- ��� #�+ *&��� ���� 
��� ���&  �*3 ह	 �&�� �ह8 ��ह�&, ह�4� �� �� ह� �-� ह$ + ....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��5 ���& �& ���� ��& �� �	 �� 	�W%� 
���&  �*3 ह$+ ....(!%7��)... 
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 2*��, �$�g3, 	� ��* �ह� ह� � + ���� 
	�*� ह �ह8 ह$ �� Y�5 ��& �& ���� ��& �� �	 �� ��� � �&  �*3 ह$+ ���� 
	�*� ह$ =��%&� 	-�� �&�� �(�-1 
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : �� �5 ��J���3� ("> �� �ह&  ह�+ ह ��J��� 
��& %�*� ���YF �&  �*3 घ��� हF#�+ ह ��J��� #*� ह$+ ....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 ������ �M��� ह ��J��� #*� ह$+  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): I have asked Mr. C. 

Ramachandraiah to speak. The sense of the House is that we will not continue 

with further discussion on this. The Minister will intervene and the mover will 

reply. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I rise to 

support this resolution. The entire nation knows that after four-and-a-half 
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years of exercise, after brainstorming sessions of intellectuals of the nation, 

we could formulate a document, the Constitution of India, to guide us, to 

govern ourselves. 

Subsequently, the Constitution has been amended umpteen number 

of times because some provisions of the Constitution had posed some hurdles, 

because the framers of the Constitution might not have anticipated certain 

developments which the country had faced after Independence. So, whenever 

such hurdles emerged, we used to amend the Constitution, as per the wisdom 

of the House. 

Sir, I could not understand one thing. When the country is faced with 

so many problems, it is rather surprising that this particular item has been 

given the priority. Sir, as a Member of the TDP, I support the constitution of 

a commission to review the Constitution. The Government came to power 

only six months ago and there are a number of items on the agenda, which 

they have given to the nation when they went to the polls. I should say that 

this is not the priority which they should take up now. People are suffering 

because of lack of drinking water and other basic amenities in the 

villages/rural areas. The Government should hays tried to tackle those 

problems first. 

This has created a very big controversy, especially among the 

weaker sections of the nation. Recently, we witnessed a very big rally, which 

the Prime Minister was compelled to go and address. What are the objectives 

of this commission? They have not made them clear. One fiinctionary of the 

RSS says one thing, and another fiinctionary of the BJP says another thing. 

Their utterances are creating a lot of confusion. There is no clarity. Sir, the 

situation the country is facing is a very dangerous one. They have to make it 

clear as to what the objectives are and how they are going to achieve them, 

whether the existing provisions of the Constitution are not capable of 

achieving those objectives and whether the entire review is warranted. 

Sir, to what extent the proposed review of the Constitution is going 

to improve the standard of living of the people? Moreover, no terms of 

reference have been made. Unfortunately, the polity in India is being 

disrespected and it has not been taken into confidence. The best judges of the 

performance of the Constitution are the elected representatives, the people's 

representatives; they have been totally ignored. They should have been taken 

into confidence to fix the terms of reference. It is not somebody sitting in the 
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High Court or the Supreme Court who is going to judge. With due respect to 

the judiciary, I am saying this. They are not the people to judge whether this 

Constitution has been able to deliver the goods or not. It is the elected 

representatives of the country. The people have reposed tremendous 

confidence in us and we are the best judges. I should say that the Government 

has committed an aberration by ignoring the elected representatives. Sir, the 

Government should come out with its motivations clearly. Sir, the BJP has 

issued a document justifying the constitution of the Committee whereas the 

Government has not done so. The Government should have come out with a 

document as to what factors have restrained it. I think there is a clear 

distinction between the party and the Government. I advise the Government 

not to erase the democratic demarcation. Kindly do not try to erase it. There is 

a clear distinction between the party and the Government. You may be having 

good intentions but your intentions should be made clear to the people. They 

should not create any misapprehension among the people which has already 

been created. It is our duty to clear it. Otherwise, it is a very dangerous thing 

which is going to come. Sir, I am constrained to say, whether it is rational or 

irrational, I cannot judge - that the proposed review is aimed at and detrimental 

to the interests of the Dalits of this country. And what I am telling you is 

widely believed. That apprehension has to be cleared and allayed by the 

Government. You should have those bonafides; you should have those 

credentials to allay the misapprehensions. Otherwise, why should crores and 

crores of people have such apprehensions in their minds? At least, if you feel 

at all that it is propaganda, you should come out with your propaganda 

machinery to allay those fears. Sir, there are certain areas where the 

Constitution is required to be amended because various political parties have 

got their own perceptions with regard to the appointment of judges. The 

elected Parliament or the Government does not have the power to appoint the 

judges. It is now left to the discretion of the judiciary. Most of the parties 

want that those powers should be restored back to the Parliament or the 

Government. So, this is where the Constitution needs to be amended. Sir, the 

issue of reservation for th SCs and STs and to the total disliking of the other 

side, the issue where there are some parties who subscribe to the concept that 

the people who have not taken birth in this country should be elevated to the 

important positions, are also areas where the Constitution needs to be 

amended. The Centre-State relations, devolution of powers, financial and 

executive, bringing about a more federal structure, are the areas 
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where the Constitution needs to be amended. If the bonafides of the 

Government are perfect, it is okay. But, I advise the Government not to try to 

create a document after the review and keep it in its arsenal as a weapon so that 

in fiiture it may be used against the people of this country. It is going to be a 

dangerous thing. Sir, one aspect has to be taken into consideration. The 

President of India said whether the Constitution has failed us or we have 

failed the Constitution. Sir, even this review has to take this aspect into 

consideration. Sir, I am concluding. It should not end up like a workman 

blaming the tool. After all the Constitution is a tool in our hands, a guiding 

force which we have created to govern ourselves. The Supreme Court has 

also held that the Constitution can be amended. There is absolutely no doubt 

about it. There is no dispute that it cannot be amended. It can be amended to 

govern ourselves in a perfect way so that governance can be given to the 

people except some basic features of the Constitution which are yet to be 

codified. They have been codified neither by court nor by any other 

organisation. As far as rule of law, holding elections, in a free and fair 

manner etc. are concerned, they constitute the basic structure of the 

Constitution. Even the Fundamental Rights do not constitute the basic 

structure of the Constitution. So, these are all the things which the 

Committee will take care of Though we support the Constitution of this 

Committee which has been appointed to review the Constitution, the 

Government's paramount duty is to clear the misapprehensions that have been 

entertained by certain sections of the society. That is the need of the hour. 

Thank you. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Sir, you said that the Minister would 
reply... (Interruptions) 

SHRI       NARENDRA       MOHAN:       Mr.       Vice-Chairman, 

Sir,...(Interruptions)...No, no...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: You will speak last; after the 
Minister... f7n;ern/p//OM5'^... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: You will speak after the Minister gives his 

reply...(Interruptions)...A ruling has already been given by the Chair. 

 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ): �� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)... �� 

�$�g3 	� ह� � + ....(!%7��)...Mr. Minisier...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, I am on a point of order... 

(Interruptions)...My name has been cleared by the 

Chairman...(Interruptions)...I am on a point of ordeT...(Interruptions)...It is 

there on the \hi...(Interruptions)... 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)... �� 

7$C ��O3+ ....(!%7��)... You have heard the points...(Interruptions)... 
2*�[ �"��& �� ����3+ ����� �� ��� �� �"��& ����3+ �� <�`� �$�g3+ 
....(!%7��)... 
 

SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA (Gujarat): No, Sir. Not yet. I have got 

absolutely some new pomis...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Oh! Please. Please, 

sit down...(Interruptions)..Please sit down...(Interruptions)...Now, the 

controversy is this. Whether to continue the discussion. Since we have 

decided last time that this will continue to this Session, now, it is continuing. 
There are 13 or 14 names with me and one Member has already spoken. So, it 
will continue. So, Mr. Minister do you have anything to 

offer"?...(Interruptions)... �&g	*��� �� �ह8 ह�, 4��� �#ह �&�*� �� ह� + 
....(!%7��)... 
 	
  ��� �6 �"ह� : ��, 	&�� 2%��� G� G�C� �"� *-+ ....(!%7��)... 

 I request the Minister to kindly yield for a minute to hear my point 

of order...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI LALITBHAI MEHTA: Sir, we want your 

ruling...(Interruptions)... 

This    House    has   been   taken    for   ransom    for   seven    or   eight 

years... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN(SHRI MD. SALIM) : Please, I have 

identified him..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, I am on a point of order... 

(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM) : The Minister is on 

his legs...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Let me allow to raise my point of 

order... (Interruptions)... 
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SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: We want your ruling...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, you can dismiss my point of 

order... (Interruptions)... 

 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �� ��EC *&#� ह�4� ह� *&#�, 	� 

�ह8 *��#�+ ....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��, �� 3� �5 ������ ("> �� �ह&  ह�+ 
=��%&� 	���C �&  0�7���F �� ह ���� ��ह �& ह�� ह� �ह� ह$ +  
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):  	�R� �� �&  0�7��� �� ह�� 	� 
����3+  
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ���& �� �� �� �� ��� 	- =��%&� 
	���C ��* �&  	�.	 �& �� ....(!%7��)... 	�� ह� �� ह$ + 0� �� �&� �� 
�$g �� 3� �5 ������ �$�� �� �ह&   ह�+ ह ह	��&  0�7���F �� ह�� ह$ 
....(!%7��)... �� ���� ��ह �& ह�� ह$+ ����� #*� �Y �ह&  ह� + 
....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 $����� $;��<
 ( �G� @���): ��5 ������ �� �%�* �ह8 ह$ + 
....(!%7��)... 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ह 0�7��� 	- �ह8 ह$+ ....(!%7��)... 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ):  �� 	�R� �� �� �"��3 �-#&, 4��&  
	� �� �"��& �-#&? ....(!%7��)...SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: First you 

hear my point of order...(Interruption.s)...Then he can reply...(Interruptions)... 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ): �� ,� ��ह �ह&  ह� + �� �$�g3, 

	&�� ��� �"��3+ �ह*& �$�g3 �� +  
 	
 ���� �� ��ह��:  ह	��� ��	 �*O� ह$, ���� 	�*� ,� ह$ + 
ह	��� ��	 %ह�� �� �*O� ह$ +  

>����G�	 (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ): g�� ह$, ��	 �*O� ह$, *&��� �ह*& 
�� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)... 0� ��	 �*O� ह$ �� ���� 	�*� ह �ह8 �� 
�� O &̀ ह� ��-#&+ �� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)...SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: 

This is totally going against the rules... (Interruptions)... 
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SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, I am on a point of 

order...(Interruptions)...You cannot stop it...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Under what rule?...(Interruptions)...You 

quote the rule...(Interruptions)... 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 2*�[, �� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)... 

  I have heard your point...(Interruptions)...Please sit     

dovm...(Interruptions)...No 

...(Interrupti.ns)...Please, take your seat...(Interruptions)...! will not 

allow...(Interruptions)...Nothmg will go on record like this... (Interruptions)... 
 
	
 ���� �� ��ह��:* 

 >����G�	 (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ):  	�R� �� �� �� �$g #3 ह�, %ह �ह8 
��*&+  4��� �� ��� �"� *���3+ 2*�[ �� �$�g3+ Please, take your 

seat...(Interruptions).. .1 will dispose it of...(Interruptions)... 

 
	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : 0�7���F �� ह�� �ह8 ह��� ���ह3+ 

....(!%7��)... 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL: Sir, I want your ruling...(Interruptions)... 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Just one 

mirxute...(Interruptions)... �$�g3, ���� ��, �� �$�g3+ ....(!%7��)... �� 
�� ��ह �& ��7� �ह8 ��* ���& + �� �$�g3 + ....(!%7��)... 
 	
 ���� �� ��ह��: ����&  ��	 �*�� 	- ह� 4Wह- �� ��*�& ����3+ 
....(!%7��)... 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� ��ह �& �� �ह8 �"*%� ���& ह�+  
�� ��� �� �" V ����� �� �� ह$ + �� *�# %��Tg ��� ह� + ....(!%7��)... 
i� ��	�W]$� �� �� ��*�& �&�&  �� �� 	�*� ह� ह$ �� ह ���� �(� �� �� 
����&� �*�� 	- ह$ �� ��V*& �R 	- ह ��EC �*� #� <� �� ह ?��* n%� 
��&#�+  
���*3 ह �#*&��� ह"� �� �� ��A �&  �*3 �*� #�+ 0� �� �� ��ह �&  
(6� 	� ���*3 �� 	-��C �&  0�7��� �� ह�� ह� �ह� ह$+ ह�� 0#� �P *�#F �� 
��	 ह�#� �� ���� �� 	�	*& �� ��ह&  %ह ������ ह� � =�%&� 	-��C �� 	�	*� 
ह�, ��� *�#F �� ��*�& �� 0�7��� �ह8 �O� #� ह$ +  

* Not recorded. 
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 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��, ����3 ह �� ह"�? 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD, SALIM):: Please take your 

seat. (Interruptions) Please take your seat. (Interruptions) 
 
	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : =�%&� 	-��C �&  	�	*& 	- ��� 1�� �ह8 

ह"�+  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):: Mr. Narendra 

Mohan, Mr. Singhal, please take your seat. 

SHRI B.P. SINGHAL:   1 am alreadY sitting. Sir. 

 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 0UV� ��� ह$+ Now, he is replying. 

(Interruptions) �� �"��& �&  �*3 ,F �$�� �ह8 ह$ (Interruptions) Nothing will 

go on record. Mr. Narender Mohan, Mr. Singhal, Mr. Mehta, please take your 

seat. (Interruptions) �	��� X�ह*, �� �"��& �&  �*3 ,F �$�� �ह8 ह$? =�%&� 
	-��C �&  	�	*& 	- 1�� ��� �ह8 ह"�+ ....(!%7��)... �� =����#�� 	- ,F 
� �ह&  ह�? ....(!%7��)... 	� �& 	�R� �� �� �� �*� ह$, %ह 0��� ��) �& �" V 
�ह�� ��ह-#&+ ....(!%7��)... �� 4Wह- �"�-#& � �ह8 �"�-#&? �� �� ��ह �& 
��7� ,F ��* �ह&  ह�? 	�R� �� ���*3 ....(!%7��)... Nothing will go on 

record, ��� �� 	��& ���-��)� �ह8 ��� ह$, 4� �� �ह� ���'�C  	- �ह8 
��3#� + i� ��	��� 09%�* +  
 

	
 ������ �M��� : 	ह��, 	"a& �� ह$ ....(!%7��)... 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):  ���'�C  �ह8 ह�#�+ I am allowing only Mr. 

Ramdas Agarwal. Except him, nothing else will go on record. (Interruptions) 

�� 0��� �#ह �� �$g-#&? 
 
 	
 ������ �M���: ��, 	� �� �� �	�E ��*��� ��ह� �#� �� 3� 
���' �(� 	��& �ह*& �� �"��% �"7�� �&  ���&  	- �O� <�+ 4� �� �� 3� ��� 	- 
�ह� ���� �ह8 ह"5 <�, �� ��� 	- ���� ह" 5 <�+ %ह ��� ��� 	- ह" 5 <� �� ��� 	- 
� &̀ ��&ह �& �� ��� �� �%��s �� �& �� ��� �� �%���� ��� #� <�+ 	ह��, 
��V*� ��� �� 	��& ��%&�� �ह8 ��� <�, 	���� ���F �� �9ह <� �� ह	��&  
��	 �ह #3 ह� �� �	 �	 ह$, ���*3 �� �� �#& �Y�� ��3+ 4WहF�& �ह� 
�� ����� ह �`� 	हo%��EC �%t ह$ �� �� ���& �&( 	- ��A ह� �ह� ह$ �� �� 
��A 	- �����F �� �� ��# *&�� ���ह3+ ���*3 �� �& ���� �%���� ��� <� 
....(!%7��)... 4��&  
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��<-��< 	� ह �� �ह�� ��ह�� ह� �  �� �� �R �&  ��� �ह"� ���&  �3 ����� �� 
��� 	- �3 ह�+4��� �" V �ह�& �� 	P�� �	*�� ���ह3+ �� �� ��ह �& �ह8 
�* ���& ....(!%7��)... �ह"� ���& �& ����� �3  ह� + �ह"� *�# �3 ह�+ 1�& 
�"���& ����� �� 	P��� ह� �� �� �%t �� ��*�� ��ह�&  ह� ....(!%7��)... 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar) : Thank you, Sir, for 

giving me an opportunity. I am a new Member. What happened on 10th 

December, we are not going into that. But I only wish to add that the issue in 

question has got more importance and critical relevance. I only wish to add, 

with profound respect to this House and to you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, that we 

want to share our views; and I think, in the context of the importance of the 

issue involved, please allow all of us to make our submission. We will be 

very brief We have already lost more than an hour on this particular matter. It 

is my very respectful submission. 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM) : You have made a 

very sensible point. This is what we are trying to sort out. I think the House is 
divided on this issue because some Members want to speak on this subject 
because of the importance of the subject. If other Members also want to 

speak, let us take the sense of the House. ...(Interruptions).. �$�g3, �$�g3 
....(!%7��)... ह ह	��&  ��� �� ������ �ह� ह$ + 	� ��EC �ह8 *&�� ह�	+ �&� 
��EC �ह8 *&�� ह$ + ��� ह )$ �*� *&#� ....(!%7��)... �� 0#� ��ह�& ह�  
�� ��� )$ �*� � *& �� 	� �� ��� �� =��&,� �>� #� ....(!%7��)... ��� 
�� ह�  )$ �*� *&�� � &̀#�, ���� 	ह|� �� �	a�� �� �� ��� � �� �#& 
�ह� �*&#� � �ह8 �*&#�+ �� ��ह �& �� ��� �ह8 �� ���& 
ह....(!%7��)... ��� �� ह� )$ �*� *&�� � &̀#� ....(!%7��)... ���� 45 
�	�� ह	�& �� �� ��� ��3 ह$ 0� ��� �� )$ �*� *&�� � &̀#� �� ��ह �& 
�ह8 �* ���� ..... ह �%t �ह"� ह� 	हo%��EC ह$ �� ���& �� �� ��� � 
=��"� ��� ह$ *&��� ....(!%7��)... �" V �ह8 ह� ���� �� ��ह �& 
....(!%7��)... �$�g3, �$�g3 ....(!%7��)... 
 	
 �
�"O�� $�� ( �BC�
 $�<��): ह� 2 ��* 	- �3 ��� ��& ह� + 
�� �*��& ��ह3....(!%7��)... 
 SHRl RAJU PARMAR (Gujarat):The House is supreme. 
...(Interruptions)... 

	
 ����� �F=�
: 	ह��, ह ��� ��	F �� ���p(�F �� �*� ���� 
ह$+  
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�&�	$� ��ह� �� ह ���p(� <� �� =��%&� 	-��C �&[� �(� �� ��5 �	 

��	� ��7A��� �� ���� ���ह3 �� ��Z*�	-��� �&	�w& �� 	- ....(!%7��)... 
 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRl MD. SALIM) . The House stands 

adjourned for five minutes. 

The House then adjourned at twenty eight minutes past three of the clock. 

The House met at thirty-five minutes past three of the clock, THE 

VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM), in the Chair. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Shri Ka. Ra. 

Subbian. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Sir, I draw your attention to Rule 

244. It is a closure Motion, under Rule 244.1 want to move 'that the question 

be now put to vote.' 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Is it a motion in regard to Private 

Members business? 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Yes, it is for every motion. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Are you referring to 

Rule 244(1)? 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Yes, Sir. I would also like to show 

the precedent. It is at page 725 of 'Rajya Sabha at work'. It is just above 

'Limitation of Debate. "A Private Member's Resolution regarding enlistment 

of public cooperation in the Second Five-Year Plan was being discussed. At 

five minutes to 5.00 p.m., a Member moved that the question be now put." 

The motion was adopted. The mover gave a reply. The resolution was, 

thereafter, withdrawn by the leave of the House. That is a different matter. 
 
	
 ������ �M���: ��, �� ��� �� 0�� ���& ���� �	�� �&  �*3 

��� �<��#� ��� <�+ ह	 0�&j� �� �ह&  <& �� �� 0��� ��) �& ह	- ,� 
��&( �-#&? ���� ��&( ,� ह$? ....(!%7��)... 
 
 	
 ����� �F=�
: ��&( >* �&  	"����� ह��� ह$ +  
  

	
 ������ �M���: ���&  0*�%� ह 	�% ���& �� ��5 �%;��� 
�ह8 ह$+ ....(!%7��)... ���� ��&( ,� ह$, �ह*& %ह ����3 ? 
....(!%7��)... 
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>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 4WहF�& 2%���� G) G�C� 4g�� ह$ + 

 
 	
 ������ �M���: ���� ��&( ,� ह$? 4��&  	�% ���& �& �ह*& 
....(!%7��)..... ह	 �&� �& >X*# ��ह�& ह�+  ....(!%7��)..... ह �� 
�ह� ह"5 �� ���& ��� �<�#� ��� +  ....(!%7��)..... 
  

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ��� �ह8 ���F �� ���-��� ,� 
ह� ���� ह$+ =��%&� 	���C �� �"��& �&  �*3 �$�� �ह8 ह��& +  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ������ �M���: ���& �%���- �%��	 ���+ ���� ��EC ,� 
ह$, %ह �� ह	�� ����3, 4��&  ��� �� ��5 ��[ 	�% ���3+  
....(!%7��)..... �ह*& 4��� ��*�& ����3+ ��, ���� >X*# ,� ह$, %ह 
ह	- ����3 + ....(!%7��)..... 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �$�g3+ ��	��� 09%�* �� ��* 
�ह&   ह�+  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, just now the Chief Whip of the 
Congress party has referred to Rule 244(1). I would like to read it out to show 

what does it say. "At any time after a motion has been made, any Member 
may move, that the question be now put." And unless it appears to the 
Chairman that the motion is an abuse of these rules or an infringement of the 

right of a reasonable debate, the Chairman shall then put the motion: That the 
question be now put." My humble submission is, do you think it is such a 
situation? ...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please cooperate, to 

have a reasonable debate. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF PLANNING, 

MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF STATISTICS AND 

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION AND MINISTER OF STATE IN 

THE DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS AND PUBLIC 

GRIEVANCES OF THE MINISTRY OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC 

GRIEVANCES AND PENSIONS (SHRI ARUN SHOURIE): Sir, I would 

like to make two points for your consideration. These are in support of what 

Mr. Ahluwalia was saying. 

My first point is, as Mr. Narendra Mohan has pointed out, the names 

of certain Members have been included for speaking, with the Chairman's 
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consent or with the consent of whatever high authority like yourself, who 

decides over these matters. Those names should be removed because of some 

new force of Members in the House. It will certainly be trampling the voice 

of smaller parties or individual members in the future. 

My second point is, as Mr. Sarma has pointed out, many of us come 

from parties that are numerically small. We are from regions. So, we are 

numerically small. Tomorrow if a Member from the National Conference 

wants to speak, he will be bulldozed, because two parties cooperate and one 

of the parties has a two-thirds majority. Then you will be trampling upon 

those rights. Therefore, if names have been included by some regular 

procedure, please allow them to speak. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): That is a very 

rational suggestion. That is what I am trying to impress upon the Members 

that instead of losing time, let us... 

" SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: There is one more constructive suggestion. 

If the names have to be withdravm, they can only be withdrawn with the 

consent of the Members whose name had been included. It should not be 

done at the instance of other parties saying... (Interruptions)... 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Let me dispose it of, 

please. =��%&� 	���C �� ��� � �� =��"� ��� #� <� �� 4��&  ~�� ह	 
��ह �ह&  <& �� 3� 0UV� �ह� ह�+ ��V*& �� ���J�� �� ह �ह� ह"5+ 4�	- 
��)� ��	 <& ���*3 4� �	 �� ��g���� 4����.j <&, 4WहF�& ह ��EC 
�*�- =E% 	"O�B �� �& �� ह ��� �ह� �� ���� ह	 ?��* n%� ���� 
��ह�& ह�+ �ह*& ��5 घ��&  �� �	 ���� ह��� ���ह3 <� ���*3 �7� घ��� ��� 
�� ��C%�ह� �� �Y�� #� �� ह	 ��Y&  ���� ��& �� ��A �&  �*3 �$g&  <& + 
���*3 ह ���&( ���� #*� ह�#� �� ह	 ��A �ह8 ��ह�& <& + �)� =E� �� �&  
	(%�� ��� <� �� 4��&  	"����� ��g���� 4����.j �& �ह� <� �� ���� 
0#*& �&(� 	- ?��* n%� �� ��� ��3 �� ���&  ���&  	- ��5 #*�)ह	� �ह8  
�ह�� ���ह3+ 0#� ��& 0#*& �&(� 	- *&�& �� ��EC �ह8 �*� ���� �� %ह 
��� � %ह8 Oo	 ह� ����+ %ह �#& �*&, ����*3 1�� ��EC ��� #� <� 
*&��� ���� 	�*� ह �ह8 <� �� ����& *�#F �&  ��	 ह�, 4� ���� ��*�& 
��� ��3#�+ �)� 4��&  ��� �� ��g���� 4����.j ह� � 	���� ������ 
ह�, %& ��EC *&�& ह�- �� ��� �� .�� 	- �O�� � &̀#� ,F�� ह� =��%&� 	�J�� 
��* �� > � �&  	"����� ह	�& ह ��EC �*� ह$ �� �� 	�J��C �� 	�*�	 ह$  
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�� �	 �P� �� 4� �� ��A �&  �*3 �� घ��&  �� �	 ��� ���� ह$+ 4�	- �& 
�7� घ��� �� 	�%� ��*�& ह�, �)�, 	�R� �� ��2*�5 �&�& ह� �� �� =��� ���-
��5� 	$J�� ��*�& ह� *&�� ��� ��G��&� ���& ह�+ ��5 ��	 �%�q' �� *&�& ह�, 
��5 �� �	�� ��*�& ह�, ��5 ��]ह �	�� ��*�& ह$ *&��� �� ("> �& ह�, 	� 
��7� ��� ��*�� ��ह �ह� ह� �  �� ह ���'�C 	- ���� ���ह3 �� �� 	�	*& �� 
*&�� �� ("> �& ह� ��� ��ह ह�#�	&  �� ���� �$�� �� #5, ह 0�%���&� ह$+ 
���� ��5 [>�� �ह8 <� �� 0�� �� �ह8 ह$ + 	��& �	��� ��	�W]$� �� ��	 
�*�+ ��P�� �� �& 3� 2%���� G) G�C� ��� 0#� ह �	a�� ह$  �� 3� ह� 
��� � 	हo%��EC ह$ �� ���� *�#F �&   ��� � 	हo%��EC �ह8 ह�, �� 1�� �ह8 ह$+ 
�� 	�	*& 	- 0dE (	A �� �& �� ���  �ह�+ ह	�& �ह� g�� ह$, ��� *�#F �&  
!�[ �ह8 �3 ह� �� �� 	�	*& 	- ����&  !�[ ��& ���ह3, %& �	 �	 	- 0��� 
��� �ह �- +  *&��� ��� ��ह �& ह �ह� �� �ह� ह$ �� ���� ��*�& ��� ��3 
,F�� �3 ��� �� �3 ह� �� 0�� ह	��& ��� 	- 3� ��ह�5 �3 ��� �3 ह�  
�� ���� ��*�� ���% �ह8 ह$+ �� unending discussion �ह8  �� ���&, 
�ह8 �� ह �)� 0#*& �&(� �&  �*3 ?��* n%� ह� ��3#�+ ���*3 	��& 
����.�"6�� �� �� ��	 �"*��+ 0� %& ��*�� ��ह�& ह� � �ह8, 	"a& ��� �ह8+ 
	��& �5 ��� 4��� ��	 �"*��+ 0�� �� 2%���� G)  G�C� =E� 	"O�B ��ह� 
�& 4g��, %ह ह ह$  �� unless there is a Sub-clause 244(1). 	� ह �	a�� 
ह� �  �� �� ��ह �& 3��2�*� 0#� ह	  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: I will go by your judgement. I will 

go by your observation. Surely, I would not like to improve my will on you. 

My respectful submission to you is that, we have already discussed this 

subject for 2 1/2 hours. Already the operative part of the Resolution has 

fructified. When we took the decision last December to extend the time for a 

discusssion on this Resolution, at that point of time, the material information 

to set up a Commission by the Government was not available. Now, that also 

has been achieved. Taking these material facts into consideration, I request 

you to take a decision. I will go by your decision. 

Another point I would most respectfully submit for the consideration 

of the hon. member is, I am for a discussion, you bring it under Rule 176; we 

will find some time. But there is a differentce between a Private Members' 

Resolution and a discussion under Rule 176. If we extend the debate on a 

Private Members' Resolution, then, the other Member's Resolution gets 
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affected. But so far as Rule 176 is concmed, we give the same time, 2 1/2 

hours. You will get the time which you want to have. If a motion is moved 

again under Rule 176, then we have no problem for a full-fledged discussion. 

If we conclude the debate today, then, another Member's Resolution approved 

through ballot will get a chance. My intention is not to obstruct the debate or 

obstruct other members. The main purpose of the Mover of the Resolution 

has been achieved because the Commission has been set up. We had a 

reasonable discussion 2 1/2 hours; and another Member has also spoken 

today. If we conclude the debate, then the next Member will get a chance to 

move his or her Resolution. This very subject, we can discuss under another 

rule. From this side, I can give you full assurance that we will co-operate. 

Now, the matter is left to you. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: On the same Rule 244 (1), I am on a 

point of order, I think, Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, should have mentioned here, in 

what way there is an abuse of the rules. Are we abusing those rules by raising 

this point? In what way? He said, "We had a reasonable discussion." The 

debate which we demanding is ......  
 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ह �&� 	$� �&  �ह�& �� ��� ह$ 
....ह �&�	$� �&  �ह�& �� ��� ह$  ....(!%7��)..... 2*��, �� �$g ���3+  
....(!%7��)..... �� �	 %& ��*& ह� + 	��& ह �ह� ह$ �� ह	 ह �ह8 ��ह�&  
�� �� 	�%� ह� 4��&  ���� �?WkW� ह� + ��� ��� ��*& ह�+ ����� �&  �j �� 
��� �� ��� ���ह3+  0�� ��� ��� ��� �� ��*�& ���� ह�+ 0#� �� �� 
��*�� ��ह�& ह� �� 1�� ह� ह�#�+ ���&  ��� 	�R� �� �� ��� �� �%�� 	- � ��3  
....(!%7��)..... �& �O3, ���� ��-G��&� ���� � &̀#�+ �� �� ह� ��	 
�� ��Y� ��*�& �ह-#& �� ���� �&  ��� ��� �� �ह8 ��* ��3�#& + �	��� �"?6��+  
....(!%7��)..... 
  
 †	
 ��
P->R
� ��
� (�7�# S� �T�
� ): �� ���& ����*�(� �� 
>ह ह$, ���&  �ह�& �� 	"��� ह$ �� ह�*�� �&  ��*�& ह"3 ������D�(� �� 
���&(��� ����3, ��& ��!� ��� ��3+ #%�C	-� �� ���� ���ह3 �� #%�C	-� 
�& %ह �� ���+ 0� �� �� �ह� ���& �� #"����( �ह�� ह$? ���� �� �ह�� 
<� %ह ह� #� ह$+ 0� ह�4� �� �� 	$J��C �� %I ,F ��� ��� ��3, 	"a&  
�	a 	- �ह8 ��� ह$? 4Wह��& �� 	��#� <� %ह �� ह� #� ह$ +  ....(!%7��)...... 

† Transliteration of the speech in Persian script is available in Hindi version 
of the debates. 
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>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): g�� ह$, ह� �	a�� ��� �� – 

G��&� ��-+ 0#� �� ��-G��&� ��-#& ��� ��� �	 �	*&#� %��� �ह8 
�	*&#�+ i� �"?6�� ��+  ....(!%7��)..... 
 	
��
 ��"� ��$� (�$ह��):  ��, 	� ����� ��ह�� ह� � �� *�#F �� �� 
�	 �	*&#�? ....(!%7��)..... 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):   ��-��� ���F �&  ��*�& �&  ��� 
0��� �	 �	*&#�+ �� �� �	 ��A� ��-#& �� ���� ���	 �ह8 �	*&#�+  
....(!%7��)..... 
 	
��
 ��"� ��$�: ह	��&  #��� a"m#�-aP���F �&  *�#F �� 	�	*� ह$+  
....(!%7��)..... �� ��� 	- #���F �� ��� �"��& %�*� ��5 �ह8 ह$  
....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ����� �F=�
: ��, �� �ह �ह&  <& �� �� �����C �&  ��� �� ह�4� 
�� ���-�� *-#&+  ....(!%7��)..... 
 >����G�H (	
  �"ह7�� ��
�):  �ह*& ��-��� ��� �� �ह�& ह� %& 
��* *- ���&  ��� ���� *�#F ��  ....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ����� �F=�
: ��, ���& �ह� <� �� ��%C %I� �� ��*-#& �� ह	 
ह�4� �� 	� *-#&+ 0� �� %In� �& 0��� ��tE �	�2� �� ��� ह$  
....(!%7��)..... 
 	
��
 ��"� ��$�: �� ��ह�& ह� �� ह�� �� a"m#8-a���� %�*F �� ��� 
� 4g&   ....(!%7��)..... 
 >����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):  %ह �� ह� #�+  

	
 �
�"O�� $��: ��, & �� 4 ��-��7� ���- ह"5 ह� ���& *����R �� 
#*� घF� ��� #� ह$, ��� % 0�7���F �� ह�� ह"� ह$+ ह ह"� ह$, %ह ह"� 
ह$, ,� ह"� ह$  ह, *�# �	a �ह8 �� �ह&  ह�+  ....(!%7��)..... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Mr. Subbian. Please 

be brief. 

SHRI KA. RA. SUBBIAN (TAMIL NADU): Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

Sir, I thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to express my views 

and our Party's views on the Resolutions moved by the hon. Members ...(In 

ternip tions).... 

	
 ������ ��ह��: 	ह��  ....(!%7��)..... 
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>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� ����F �� ���� 	� V���3, 

2*��+  ....(!%7��)..... �� �$�g3+ ह	 ��A �&  �*3 �$�� ह�+ �� �� ��A 
	- ��# *& �ह& ह� �� �)� ,F ��7� ��* �ह&  ह�? 
 
 	
��
 ��"� ��$�: ��, ��5 �	 ��	� � �� ����3+  
....(!%7��)..... 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �ह*& �"?6�� �� ��*-#&+ ���&  ��� 
0dE �� ��*-#& �� 	� ह�4� �� ���-�� *��#�+  
 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Sir, I would appeal to the Leader of the 
House. If this continues, we will also…….(Interruptions).... 

 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
� ): ��A 	- ��# *& �ह& ह� *&��� �)� 

�� ��*�& �ह8 �& �ह& ह� +  

	
 ������ ��ह��: ��, 	&�� ��	 �ह*& ह� ��C ��� ह"� ह$+  
....(!%7��)..... 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please sit down. Let 

him speak. ...(Interruptions).... �� ��ह �& ह�4� �� �	 ��A� ह�#�+  
 	
 ������ ��ह��: ��, 	&�� ��	 �ह&* ��C ��� ह"� ह$+  
....(!%7��)..... 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �$�g3, 2*�� 3� ��4�� ह���  
ह$ ����&  �ह��� �& ��	 ��� ह$ + 4�& ��	�& �O�� �"*�3�#&+ �� ��ह �& �ह8 
ह�#� 2*��  ....(!%7��)..... 

 

SHRI KA. RA. SUBBIAN : Thank you, Sir. I offer my countless 

and innumerable thanks to my great leader, Dr. Kalaignar, the hon. Chief 

Minister of Tamil Nadu, who has elevated my status by nominating me to this 

august House. I also pay my tributes to our great leader, Anna, who adorned 

this august House in 1962 and delivered spellbound and historical speeches in 

this House. Sir, I may be permitted to say a few words. 

As far as the constitution of the Review Committee is concerned, we 

wholeheartedly welcome the decision to form the Constitution Review 

Committee for reviewing the Constitution because our Party is a partner in the 

NDA. As early as in 1974, a Resolution was passed in the Tamil Nadu 

Legislative Assembly and a Commission headed by Justice Rajaamannar was 

constituted to look into the aspect of giving more powers and autonomy to the 
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States in the country. Mr. Vice-Chairman, you are aware that even before the 

Constitution was brought into force, and even before the first General 

Elections were held for the State Assemblies and Parliament, in the year 1951 

itself, a Constitution (Amendment) Bill was brought forward by the late Prime 

Minister, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru. When the Justice Party was ruling in Tamil 

Nadu, a Communal G.O. was issued and the reservation policy was brought 

into force. The reservation policy was struck down by the High Court. Even 

before the elections were held for the Assemblies and Parliament, due to the 

steps taken by leaders like late Kamaraj, our leader, Anna, and others, the 

first Amendment to the Constitution was brought forward as early as in 1951. 

The first point which I want to make is that the Rajamannar 
Committee, which was constituted by the DMK Party, being the ruling party 
then, had submitted a Report. In that Report, it was stated that more powers 
and autonomy should be given to the States. 

As far as the second point is concerned, even in the election 

manifesto of the NDA, it has been clearly stated that a Committee will be 

constituted to review the Constitution, and, in fact, a mandate was sought by 

the NDA partners on the question that the Constitution would be reviewed if 

the NDA came to power. So, as far as the review of the Constitution is 

concerned, we wholeheartedly welcome it. Even if the Constitution is 

reviewed, hon. Members are aware that when the 24th amendment was 

brought, a case was filed before the Supreme Court ~ it was a very notable 

case called the Kesavananda Bharati case — the 13 judges who adorned the 

apex court gave the ruling that as far as the basic features and structure of the 

Constitution and the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution were 

concerned, there should not be any infringement. They further said that by no 

stretch of imagination, should the rights now available to the minorities, to the 

Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, to the weaker sections of the 

society and to women, be taken away. Necessary protection should be given 

to them. So, we request that even if the Constitution is reviewed, the 

principles of federalism should be followed in full spirit. What is federalism? 

It is independence of the judiciary and giving of more powers to the States. 

All these things should not, in any way, be taken away from the Constitution. 

If there is no such provision in the Constitution then the recommendation 

should be made to include the necessary provision in the Constitutions. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, we are fully aware of the fact that as far as 

Germany is concerned, there is no post of Governor there. Our principle, our 
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aim, and our motto, is that there should not be any Governor's post in India 

also. We have been fighting for this ever since the rfeport stating that the 

Governor's post should be abolished was submitted by Rajamannar. That 

apart, our fight and our aim is that article 356 should not be there in the 

Constitution. Article 356 of the Constitution empowers the Central 

Govenunent to use it according to its whims and fancies in order to dismiss 

any State Government. And many democratically elected State Governments 

have been dismissed on several occasions. So, our request is that article 356 

of the Constitution should be deleted from the Constitution. 

Only a few days ago, a resolution was passed in the Inter-State 

Council's Standing Committee Meeting in which all the State representatives 

took part. In that Committee, several resolutions, pertaining to the provisions 

now contemplated in the Constitution, were passed. Our request is that the 

resolutions which you have passed in the Inter-State Council's Standing 

Committee should be included in the report that the Committee is going to 

submit in due course of time. I request that before an amendment is made in 

the Constitution, the report should be laid before Parliament and that it should 

be circulated to all the States. And there should not be any apprehension, as 

far as the constitution of the review committee is concerned. 

Why do we have apprehensions? What is going to happen? After all, 

we have seen that there were several amendments since independence. Nearly 

80 amendments to the Constitution were brought. Out of that, seventy or 

seventy-four amendments were brought when the Congress Party was in 

power. We have to understand one thing. When this Constimtion was brought 

into force, when the Resolutions were passed in the Constituent Assembly, 

one party was ruling at the Centre as well as in all the States. Now, we can 

see that there is no possibility for any party to come to power singely, as far 

as the Centre is concerned. The extenuating circumstances or the 

circimistances which were available then were entirely different from the 

circumstances that are available today. We can see now that there is no 

possibility for any single party to rule this country. Definitely the situation 

has changed. Today the situation, after 50 years of independence, is different 

from the situation that was available when the Constitution was put into force 

in the year 1950. As far as this country is concerned, there are several 

religions, several  languages and several cultures from Kanyakumari to 
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Kashmir. To maintain the integrity of the country and to keep India one and 

undivided, the Constitution should be reviewed. If the Constitution is to be 

reviewed, more powers should be given to the States. Then only integration of 

this country could be sustained and maintained. So, my respectful submission 

before this august body is that, as far as our party is concerned, being one of 

the members of the NDA, we whole-heartedly support the constitution of the 

Constitution Review Committee. We feel it is necessary and it should prepare 

its report after talcing into consideration all these factors and inviting the 

views of people from different walks of life as to what amendments should be 

made in the Constitution. 

With these words, on behalf of my party, I whole-heartedly welcome 

the constitution of the Constitution Review Committee. It should start its 

work as early possible and submit its report, as I suggested earlier, after 

circulating it to all the States before submitting to the Government. With these 

words, I conclude. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA (Assam): Thank you, Mr. Vice-

Chairman, for giving me this opportunity. Being a Member from a regional 

party, the Assom Gana Parishad, with a national outlook, I have some strong 

points to make on this particular issue. I personally feel that this Constitutional 

review is not enough to solve the problems faced by the nation presently. I 

want to go one step fiirther and urge that we should go in for another 

Constitutent Assembly for totally restructuring our Constitution, leaving this 

secularism point intact. I will put forward my argument on these points. The 

present Constitution was a product of the Government of India Act of 1935 

and this was first promulgated during the British time. Subsequently, number 

of Constitutions of other countries were consulted by the Constituent 

Assembly and this Constitution was framed. The framers of the Constitution 

could not visualise many of the situations which are prevailing today. And that 

is a matter of discussion today; whether we should stick to this particular 

document, or, we should change it, or, whatever was decided by our 

forefathers, we will have to follow that, whether it is good or bad. We must 

review what has happened over the last 50 years. But that review need not be 

done by a review committee. It should be reviewed by the entire House, it 

should be reviewed by the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha. Therefore, another 

Constituent Assembly is needed because we have gone in for globalisation, 

we have gone in for changing our economy, and, therefore, we have to protect 

our interest.    During this period, a number of Law 
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Commissions have recommended that we are still following thousands of 

outdated laws which are redundant, which are not relevant in the present 

context. Many of the laws which were framed at that time are not at all 

relevant in the present context, but still they are continuing. Therefore, there 

should be a thorough introspection. As a Member of this House, I have some 

personal assessment as to what is the rootcause of this problem. The rootcause 

of this problem is that this Constitution could not enthuse any feeling of 

nationality amongst the various sub-nationalities of the country, which 

constitute these days what is called our Indian nation. The concept of the 

Constitution is, " India is a union of States". The original concept of framing 

this Constitution was to make India a truly federal country. I can quote some 

of the observations made by Sardar Patel as to what was the original concept 

during the time of framing this Constitution. On 15th of July, 1947, Sardar 

Patel, suggested that ''600-odd princely States might accede to the Indian 

Union only on defence, foreign affairs and communication, the subject in 

which the common interest of the country is involved. In other matters, they 

could have autonomous existence." But after attainment of freedom the terms 

'federal' or 'federation' did not find a place in our Constitution anywhere. A 

memorandum of the Indian Constitution placed in the Constitutent Assembly 

used the term 'federation', but the Drafting Committee, headed by Dr. B.R. 

Ambedkar, deleted the word 'federation' and substituted the same by the term 

'Union' i.e. "India shall be a Union of States." What was the logic of making 

India a Union of States? It was thought that there were many ethnic groups, 

there were many small nationalities, there were many smaller States which 

were to be looked after, which were very weak or poor, which were to be 

brought to the national level, brought on par with the developed areas. 

Therefore, the resources have to be distributed by the Centre so that there 

could be equal development in the entire country and India could stand as one 

nation. But, Sir, what has been our experience in the last fifty years? Today, 

as is evident, many regional parties have come up all over the country. Why? 

Because the grievances of small parties and small groups were not addressed 

to. There is regional disparity in resource disbursement. There is the Finance 

Commission which is a Constitutional body. The Finance Commission gave a 

mandate for devolution of financial resources. But what about the Planning 

Commission? The Planning Commission is an extra Constitutional body. It is 

not a statutory body.    It was formed by a Resolution of the Cabinet.    All the 
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resources of the States were accumulated at the Centre by the influence of 

vocal Members, influential States and strong politicians. All the resources 

were given to the privileged areas and as a result a lot of developed States had 

developed further thereby making the other smaller States and backward 

regions further backward. Sir, now we are going to compete with the 

developed nations of the world. Some of the States in the country are not in a 

position to compete with the other States in the country itself, not to speak of 

other countries. There is no protection to them. Because of the ambiguous 

provisions in our Constitution, the question of citizenship could not be 

finalized. We are allowing citizens of other countries to come into our country 

and we are giving them the voting right and also citizenship. They are getting 

every facility at the cost of the indigenous people who have been in India 

since independence. For example, in Assam 30 per cent of the people who 

were originally from East Pakistan were given voting rights. They are now 

deciding our political destiny. Due to certain weaknesses in our Constitution, 

we do not have any list of citizens and we do not have any register of citizens. 

Anybody can come here and become a voter. India is probably the only 

country where we do not have any norms and we do not have any national 

feeling. Nobody is accountable to the nation. What has happened during the 

last 50 years is, individual rights have been given the first priority. I would 

like to give an example. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please conclude. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: Sir, the State Government decided 

to expand a road in Guwahati. They allocated money for this purpose. They 

decided to expand a road for the benefit of the people. Some people went to 

the court. They were illegal occupants of Goverranent land. They pleaded 

before the court that it was their land and that their rights were being 

infiinged. They asked the court to give a stay order. They got a stay order. Sir, 

that road could not be expanded because of a few individuals. Sir, we have 

not properly elaborated the fundamental rights. So far as the Directive 

Principles of State Policy are concerned, we have not made statutory 

obligations. There are many provisions in our Constitution which are 

ambiguous. We don't have any solution for certain problems. Take the case of 

Uttar Pradesh. In Uttar Pradesh no single party is in a majority. If no single 

party gets a majority, what does the Constitution say about it? The 

Constitution is silent on several things. We should not say that this is the only 

document which can save us.  If necessary, we should restructure it so that 
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we can deliver the goods to the people. The greatest problem today is that 

nobody is accountable to anybody. The Government servants, irrespective of 

the fact whether they work or not, their service is secured. They can continue 

in their job; whether they indulge in corruption or not, their service is secured. 

The only thing is, the politicians are accountable. They have to face the people 

after five or six years. Otherwise, in India, nobody is accountable to the 

nation. The national feeling could not be developed by this document and, 

therefore, there is no harm if we go in for a total restructuring of the 

Constitution for the betterment of India. I am not in favour of scoring a point, 

but the basic structure of the Constitution must be the same. In Assam, what 

happened is, the people are aggrieved. Why are they aggrieved? In 1962, there 

was Chinese aggression. The Indian Army was withdrawn saying, "people of 

Assam - goodbye". The Prime Minister Pandit Nehru gave a statement, "My 

heart goes to the people of Assam. We could not save you." Because of that, 

there is a lot of resentment that while we are in distress we are not looked 

after, we are not protected. But for resources, Assam was fully exploited. The 

people of Assam feel that there is too much of centralisation with regard to 

resources. Even the BJP was not in favour of decentralisation. Now, after it 

has been compelled to cooperate with regional parties, they have changed 

their viewpoint. But, Sir, if we centralise our Parliamentary system, and our 

administrative system there will be chaos, there will be resentment and there 

will be disintegration. If we really want to integrate India, we should totally 

make our Constitution a federal Constitution, We should give full autoriomy 

to the States. We should allow the States to manage themselves with whatever 

resources they have . They should not always be made to ask the Central 

Government for help or come to Delhi for their rescue. The Central 

Government front is there. It is a foreign debt that we have taken. The 

situation today is that, the ratio of external debt to the GDP was 41 per cent in 

1991-92, and the external value of the debt in September 1999 stood at 98.87 

billion U.S. dollars. So, what happened was when there was money, we did 

not distribute the money equitably, the resources, properly. There was 

regional imbalance, and there accrued heavy interest we have to pay now. We 

could not develop our infrastructure. We could not remove the regional 

imbalance in our development and there is resentment among the backward 

areas. The population is feeling that the Central Government in Delhi is still 

maintaining the colonial policy of exploiting the resources of the States.    The 

situation of Bihar is worse 
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economically because Bihar has not developed in proporation to the resources 

it is having. Economically, Assam was in the first position in the national 

economy at the time of independence, it is now one of the poorest States of 

India. Assam had contributed in tea. The first oil refinery was established in 

1887 there and Assam had made a strong contribution to the national 

economy. But because there was improper devolution of resources, the smaller 

States were not given their due share. There is another issue. What is the 

representation of the smaller national entities like the Nagas, the Mizos.or the 

Arunachalis who are part of the big Indian nationality? Nagaland has one M.P. 

Mizoram also has one Member of Parliament. Do you think that by giving a 

hearing to one Member of Parliament, we can give better justice to them? We 

can... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):Please conclude 

now. Please conclude. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: The entire system should be changed 

and there should be full devolution of powers, full autonomy to the States and 

I will also suggest that... (Interruptions) Sir, my suggestion is that we should 

aim at preserving and promoting the unity and integrity of the country, giving 

a permanent shape to Indian nationalism; there should be complete 

restructuring of the Indian Constitution with full autonomy to the States so as 

to make it a truly federal Constitution. That restructuring must ensure full 

devolution of powers to the States, leaving only currency, communications, 

defence and foreign affairs with the Centre. All other powers should be vested 

in the States. What is the present concept? The original Constitution has been 

amended so many times by successive Governments, and on all those 

occasions, they have amended it in favour of more and more centralisation of 

power, by bringing the powers of the States to the Centre, making the States 

weaker and weaker. But as the British did, as the colonialists did, the liabilities 

were passed on to the States. The problems of every State are... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): You please 

conclude now. 

 
 �� ����
� ��N�: ������� �	�(� ����� �� �ह&  ह� ,�? 
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: ����� ह� �"�� ह$ + ह"���, �� ह� �&  [	��& 	- ह"� <�+  
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 ह����� ���U�� ( �G� @��� ): �� 1�� O��� ह�*� �ह8 <� �� 
�� ह$+ ह	 *�# �)� �� ����?2*� �& �ह�& <& +  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ����� �F=�
: ����� �ह�# *& �ह&  ह�, %ह� �ह�# �ह8 �&  �ह&  ह�+  
....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: (	A ��, ��� ����3 �� ���	 �� ह�*� ,� ह$ +  

 
DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: But the resources of the States are 

the resources of the country. That is the reason why regionalism has started 
in the entire country. If we want to save the national unity and integrity and if 
we want to have a stronger nation, capable of competing with the developed 
nations of the world, we must restructure this Constitution. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):Please conclude. 

Please conclude now. We know you have very valuable points, but the 

question is of time. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: This is the last point. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Sir, we are ready for a discussion. 
We request you to allow us to have a discussion and we want you to 
participate in the discussion. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: Sir, there is one point. 

(Interruptions) 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):: You please conclude. 

(Interruptions) ��&W] ��, ��*�& ����3 �� 4���+  
  

i� ह����� ���y��: & 0��& �	�����  �� �ह8 ��*�& �&  �ह& ह� +  

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA: Before concluding, I want to make 

one observation. The rights of the smaller nationalities could not be protected 

by the Constitution. So, there should be adequate provisions so that the 

smaller nationalities' interests could be protected because India became a 

nation on the basis of language, and that has to be respected. Secondly, 

nobody should be treated as a second-class citizen. Every State, every comer 

in the country, should be given equal opportunities of development, equal 

opportunities of expression, equal respect, and the things that were denied to 
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us for the last fifty years should be given due attention now. We should not be 

treated as if we are at the mercy of somebody. It is the legitimate claim of the 

States to have adequate compensation now to recover the loss due to the 

neglect of fifty years and because of the wrong policies of the Central 

Government. Thank you. 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I rise to oppose the 

Resolution tooth and nail - with whatever teeth I have and strong nails I have. 

Sir, the review of Constitution is unnecessary and unwarranted. Sir, I am 

mentally prepared to have a long speech but because of your direction and the 

consensus of the House, I will be very brief I will finish within six or seven 

minutes - not more than that. 

Sir, has the Constitution failed, or those who implemented the 

Constitution have failed? I quote from the speech of the hon. President, which 

he made during the Golden Jubilee of the Republic. He said, 'Dr. Ambedkar 

claimed that the Constitution is workable; it is flexible and is strong enough to 

hold the country together, both in peacetime and wartime. If I may say so, if 

things go wrong under the new Constitution, the reason will not be that we had 

a bad Constitution. What we will have to say is that the man is vile' Today, 

there is so much talk about revising the Constitution or even writing a new 

Constitution. We have to consider whether it is the Constitution that has failed 

us, or, it is we who have failed the Constitution. Sir, where is the necessity for 

the review of the Constitution? As a matter of fact, the founding father of the 

Constitution and the chief architect of the Constitution, Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar, has provided a proviso, article 368, under the Constitution. I quote 

Dr. Ambedkar regarding the amending proviso. What has he said? "The 

assembly has not only refrained from putting a seal of finality and infallibility 

upon this Constitution by denying to the people the right to amend the 

Constitution as in Canada or by making amendments of the Constitution, 

subject to the fulfillment of extraordinary terms and conditions as in America 

or Australia, but has provided a more special procedure for amending the 

Constitution. I challenge any of the critics of the Constitution to prove that any 

Constituent Assembly anywhere in the world had, in the circumstances in 

which this country finds itself, provided such a special procedure for 

amending the Constitution." When there is a provision, why this fiitile 

exercise? 
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Sir, we had our apprehension regarding the review of the 

Constitution. We feel that the review of the Constitution should not disturb 

the basic structure of the Indian Constitution. What is that? (1) The 

supremacy of the Constitution; (2) The democratic form of government; (3) 

Sovereignty of the nation; (4) Secular and democratic character of the 

Constitution. (5) dignity of the individual (6) basic rights empowered by 

fiindamental rights (7) Directive Principles, a mandate to build up the welfare 

State and (8) unity and integrity of the nation. 

Sir, I again quote Dr. Ambedkar because I have an apprehension 

with regard to the review of the Constitution. He said, "Will history repeat 

itself? it is this thought which fills me with anxiety and that anxiety is 

deepened by the realisation of the fact that in addition to our old enemies in 

the form of castes, creeds, we are going to have political parties with diverse 

and opposing political creeds. Will Indians place the country above their 

castes, creeds and religion or will they place the creeds above the country." 

Sir, I have narrated a quotation which rather creates apprehensions in the 

minds of those who apply their minds rationally and logically. Therefore, I 

dare say that in a move to review the Constitution there is a hidden agenda 

before it. I boldly say this in this House. Why? Sir, the chief of the RSS, 

Sudarshanji has made a statement that the Indian Constitution should be 

scrapped. Secondly, the Sangh Parivar and their ideology is not based on 

equality and democracy. They have no regard for the dignity of an 

individual... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, I am on a point of order. 

..(Interruptions)... Sir, can we name a person who cannot defend himself in 

this House? ...(Interruptions)... Can he do that? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Facts are facts. ...(Interruptions)... I am only 

quoting that which appeared in the Press.   ... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): You do not refer to 

the names of those who are not present in the House. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Okay, I withdraw, and I say RSS chief 

...(Interruptions)... But, the facts remain facts. We cannot conceal them. 

The chief of the RSS has unequivocally declared that the Indian Constitution 

should be scrapped. ...(Interruptions)... I am not in the habit of interrupting. 

Please excuse me. I happened to be the Presiding Officer in the 
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Maharashtra Assembly. ...(Interruptions).. I only quote the facts. 

...(Interruptions)... You know the philosophy of the RSS is not based on 

democratic principles. ...(Interruptions).. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN: Why do you forget that Shrimati 

Indira Gandhi appointed Swaran Singh Committee? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: I am free to have my apprehension that a 

hidden agenda is there. ..(Interruptions).. Sir, I support my 

stand...(Interruptions)... I do not want to name a gentleman who happens to 

be in the Cabinet who wrote a book designated as Worshipping the False 

Gods. The BJP clarified that it was the opinion of that particular man. ** 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, he is taking my name. 

...(Interruptions).. I should be given an opportunity. ..(Interruptions)... 
 

�� ����
� ��N� : ��.3�.3�. ��ह3+ ��.3�.3�. ह�� 	P��� 
ह$+  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : 0#� ��	 *-#& �� 	"���� 	- �` ��3�#&+ �)� 
ह	 �ह"� ���&  ��	 *-#&+  

 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �"��& ����3, %ह ,� �ह 
�ह&  ह$? ....(!%7��)..... %ह ह�� �� 	P���  ह� +  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Sir, I have not taken the name...(Interruptions)... 

appeal to the hon. Members...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, an allegation has been made against 

me. So, I should be allowed to respond...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: No, no ...(Interruptions)...! have not quoted 

anybody's name...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): I will check the 

record. If there is any such thing, you will get a chance..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: I say rule at least, you follow the rules and the 

procedure.... (Interruptions)... 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Please, allow him 

to complete..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI:Sir, as a matter of fact, there are conventions that 

when a new Member is making his maiden speech, he should not be 

obstructed and interrupted...(Interruptions)...My second apprehension is, the 

BJP declared that they would not demolish the structure of Babri Masjid. 

They had submitted an affidavit in the court. But, they demolished the 

structure of Babri Masjid on 6th December. That is the parinirvan day of Dr. 

Babsaheb Ambedkar. It was not the demolition of Babri Masjid but it was 

rather the demolition of the Constitution. So, I have got a sound 

apprehension. I happened to be a Member of the 12th Lok Sabha. I was not 

here. There was an assurance given by the hon. Prime Minister that all 

derogatory Office Memoranda issued by the Department of Personnel, in 

relation to the SC/STs, which are detrimental to the spirit of the Constitution, 

would be withdrawn. That assurance has not yet been fulfilled. Another 

assurance was given, on the floor of the House, that a comprehensive 

legislation would be passed to deal with the problems of the SC/STs. So, my 

apprehension seems to be logical and rational that there is a hidden and 

mallicious agenda in thename of Reviews. Thank you. 
 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�):  4��� ��*�& ����3  
....(!%7��)..... ��&W] 	�ह� ��, ,� �� 	"a�& �ह �ह& ह�? 
 
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह� : �� ह��, 	� ���& �ह �ह� ह� � [�� 4��� �"� ��� 
����3+ ��, 	&�� 3� ��,%&�� ह$ �� ���J�� 	- �� ह ��� � �%����<C �� 
<�, 4� �	 ���� �s �� �& �� ��� �� �s �� �& 	&�� ��	 ��*�& �&  �*3 �*O� 
#� <�+ ���&  4���W� �"�: �� ��� �� ह �� ह$, �� �� 	��& 0��� ��	 ��� 
�� �� ��� �� 	&�� ��	 � #�+ 4��&  ��� �� *�# ह	��&  ��� �3, 4��&  ��	 
��*�& �&  �*3 �3 �� ह �P� � ����	 ह$?  �� ��5 �5 ���� ���5 #5  ह$ �� 
	"a&  ��� �ह8 ह$  *&��� 0�� �� �� ह� ���� �ह� ह$ �� ����� ��	 �ह*& ��� 
ह$, 4��� �ह*& �"*�� ���� ह$ + 3� ����* G�C� ह��� ह$  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ���#�� �.�����: �� ह� �&  *�#F �� ��	��� <�+  

 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: 	"a&  0��� �� 0ह *&�& ����3+ ह	��&  ह�� �� 3� 
���� �ह� ह$ �� =��%&� 	$J�� ��[' �(� 	- �� ��	 �ह*& ���  ह$, 4��� 4�� 
w	��"���  
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�"*�� ����  ह$, ��5	 �� �*O� ���� ह$ + w	��"��� ��& �� %�ह �& 	&�� ��	 � 
���� ���ह3 <�+  
 >����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �ह"� �" V ����& ह�, ��� �* 
�ह�  ह$+  
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: �ह8, �ह8, 	"a& 0��� ��� ���� ���& ����3+ � �� 
�� !%�<� ����3 �� w	��"��� �"*��& �� �� ������ ह$, %ह ��` �� #5 ह$, 
0W<� ���& ह�� �3 *�#F �� ��*�& �&  �*3 �$ �& �"*� �*� ����&  ��	 ह	��&  
��� �3  ह�? 
 >����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ���� �� 2%���� G) G�C� <�, 
	��& �"� �*�+ 0� 2%���� G) G�C� �� �� ��tE �ह8 �&  ���&+  
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: �ह8, 	� ��tE �ह8 �&  �ह�  ह� �, 	� �� ��)C  ��V �ह� ह� � 
���& +  
 >����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ���& �ह*& �� ह ��� �5 <� �� 
����& ���F �& �� ह ��� ��*� <�+ 	��& ���� �����[ ���& ह"3 �ह� <� �� 
ह�� 3� ������ ह$ �� 4�� ������ �&  0�"��� ��C%�ह� �*�5 �� �ह� ह$ + ��	 
�ह"� ह� + 0#� ह �)� ?��* n%� �� #� 0#*& �&(� �&  �*3 �� 4��&  
��%��� �� �� �ह8 ��* ��3�#&+ 	��& O"� �ह� <� �� ��-��� 	$J�� ��*-#&, ��� 
	$J�� ��* �"�&  ह� + ���� ���"?T�  �&  �*3 	� ह�~� �� �&W� *& �ह� ह� � +  
....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: 	ह��, ���"?T� �� ��� �ह8 ह$, 	��& ��� !%�<� 
	��#� ह$+  ....(!%7��).....I am on apoint of order.. (Interruptions)... 

 
SHRI RAJU PARMAR: What point ORDER...(Interruptions)...   

 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 0�� 20-21 �	�� �� �	 �ह #� 
ह$ n� ��	- 	�R� �� �� ��*�� ह$+ ���&  �� 	�%� ह�, 4��� ��*�� ह$ + 0�� 
ह�~� �� ����� ह$ �� ह�� ����& ��	 ह�, ��� ��ह �& ��&W] �� ��* �ह&  ह�  
....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ��.��. �ह��������  : 	�R� �� �$ �& ��*-#&? �ह*& ��� �&  ��� 
��*-#&+  
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: �ह8, �ह8 , 	"a& ह ����3 �� 	&�� ��	 �ह*& ,F �ह8 
��? ,� !%�<� ��* �� #5 ह$? 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� ह	- ��*�& �-#& �ह*&? 
....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ��� �6 �"ह�: ��, 	&�� ��	�(� ����� ह$+ 	� 0��� ��� �	a� �ह8 
�� �ह� ह� �  ����+ 
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SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: I am on a point of order ... 

(Interruptions)... 

>����G�	 (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �ह*& �"� *���3, 	�R� �� ,� ��* 
�ह&  ह�? �"� *���3+  

 
SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, I have a point of order under rule 238. 

(Interruptions) 

AN HON. MEMBER: Is he raising the point of order as a Member, 

or, as a Minister? (Interruptions) 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: As a Member, Sir. (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): No, he is a Member 

also. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, I am not in the habit of raising many 

points of order. ...(Interruptions)... 
 

>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �&� �� ��J	&���� �� �� 
*�# *-#& �� ��� 0��� ��� ह� ��3#� +  

 I have allowed him. (Interruptions) It is very unfortunate. I have 

identified the Minister and you are not allowing him to speak. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, the Member, while speaking, shall not 

make a personal charge against the other Member. 1 am speaking in that 

capacity only. It was said by the learned speaker before ** Sir, that is the 

point to which I am trying to draw your attention, and for that he said, "He is 

being rewarded with X, Y, and Z." Sir, that is a very grave aspersion caste by 

one Member against another. Therefore, Sir, I would request, through you, 

the hon. Member to either withdraw that comment, or, please permit me to 

answer that comment fully. Just on that point. ...(Interruptions)... You know, 

I am not very much in the habit of raising points of order. ... (Interruptions)... 

 
>����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �����C  �&O�� � &̀#� �� 3�*#&(W� 

*#�3 #3 ह� � �ह8  ....(!%7��)..... �$�g3+ �� �$�g3+  
	
 ���� ��V�� (	ह���T�): �� 	"a& �	 �ह� �&  �ह& ह� +  

....(!%7��).....).., 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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>����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� �$�g3+ #%5 ��, ���& �"��, 

	���� ��� �� 0�� 	�R� ह�, �WहF�& �ह� ह$ �� ���� ��� �&  ��	 �& ���C 
�ह8 *#� ���&+  

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: No, no. I was so gentle, and in spite of knowing 
the fact that Mr. Arun Shourie is here, I did not utter his name. But, whatever I 
fed...(Interruptions)... I cannot conceal it..(Interruptions)... It is not an 
allegation...(Interrptions) Whether it is a fact, that gentleman has written a 
book "Worship of the False God". Now, if you want me to explain it 
further...(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): No, no. You need 
not to explain it further. (Interruptions) 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: He is compounding that. (Interruptions) 
He should withdraw his comment, or, he should explain the things. 

(Interruptions)    Why not? (Interruptions) 
 
	
 ������ �M���: ���&  ��� �& �"�� ह$ +  ....(!%7��)..... 

  
 >����G�H(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� ,� ��ह�& ह�, ����3�? 
  

	
 ������ �M���: & (6� %��� �*3 ��3�, ��� Oo	 ह� ��3#�+  
....(!%7��)..... 

	
 ���� ��V��: ��, 	���� ��� �&  �ह� ह$ * 
....(!%7��).....THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM) : This is 

r\oX.... (Interruptions) 
 
	
 ��.��. �ह�������� : ��, 3� ��� �&  y��� ह #���� ���� 

*#�� #� ह$ �� ��� y��� ��& %��� *&�� ���ह3+  ....(!%7��)..... 

	
 ���� ��A��:* ....(!%7��).....SHRI PRANAB 

MUKHERjfeE: I moved a motion under 244(1) and I left it to your 

judgement. Now some Members have spoken, you please give your verdict. ... 

(Interruptions)... 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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SHRI RAMDAS AGARWAL: Kindly don't interrupt unnecessarily. You are a 
very senior leader. (Interruptions) At the moment, we are asking Mr. Gavai 
as to what did he say. (Interruptions) We want that he should withdraw his 
words, what he has charged against Mr. Arun Shourie. (Interruptions) Why 
are you bringing 244 and all that? Let him give his explanation. (Interruptions 
�� ���-��� 244 �� ��� ,F �� �ह&  ह�, ह �	a 	- �ह8 ���+  
....(!%7��)..... � �� %& 0��& (6� %��� *- � �)� 	�R� �� ��  ��T����E 
�&�& �� 	P�� �- +  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �� ���-��� 	�R� �� �� ,F �ह 
�ह&  ह�, �� 	(�%�� �&  �ह&  ह� ,�? ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Before other Members, especially 

before Dr. Sarma, 1 started speaking, referring to rule 244, clause (1), and I 

left it to your judgement that. ..(Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM) Mr. Gavai 

...(Interruptions)... No, I am sorry ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Shourie is here 

...(Interruptions)... Please sit down ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Ahluwalia ... 

(Interruptions)... 

AN HON. MEMBER: We cannot tolerate like this. Either it should 

be withdrawn or ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR . Address the Chair, not the Member ... 
(Interruptions)... 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM). Are you interested in 

disposing of the matter? 1 am interested in disposing of this matter. 
...(Interruptions)... Please sit down. ...(Interruptions)... Unless you take your 
seat ...(Interruptions �$�g3 ��, �� �$�g3  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE : Sir, actually ...(Interruptions)... 

 
	
 �����
� �����
 � (�$ह��): ���� ��C� �ह8 �*&#�  

....(!%7��)..... 
 	
��
 ��"� ��$�: �� *�#F �& #���F �� �%�� ��� �� ह$ + �� #��� 
�%��7� ह�, �� ����� �%��7� ह�, �� *�#F �& #���F �&  ��< 0W� ��� ह$  
....(!%7��)..... 

 
SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA : Sir, you please direct the Member... 

(Interruptions).... 
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SHRI ARUN SHOURIE : Sir, I want to elaborate on the matter 

...(Interruptions)... 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 	$�	, 0#� 0�& *&-0�& *& �� 

��O-#& �� ह�4� �� ���C%�5 ��� ��ह �*&#�  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE : Sir, Mr. Gavai has just compounded the 

matter. Now, I request you to look at Rule 238. It says, "A Member while 

speaking shall not make a personal charge against a member." Sir, when Mr. 

Gavai was given the opportunity to speak, he compounded it and, therefore, 

the matter comes under Rule 23 8A. He has not withdrawn it. He has added 

further things to it. Rule 238A says, "No allegation of a defamatory or 

incriminatory nature shall be made by a member against any other member or 

a member of the House unless the member making the allegation has given 

previous intimation to the Chairman and also to the Minister concerned so 

that the Minister may be able to make an investigation etc." Now, Sir, no 

notice was given. A definite imputation has been made against me. 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SAXIM) : Mr. Shourie, you 

have made your point. ...(Interruptions)... I am asking him to withdraw it. 
...(Interruptions)... Please sit down. ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Gavai 

...(Interruptions)... Please do not dictate ...(Interruptions)... ���& �"�� �� 
��ह �& ���� �&  ��	 �� �� ��5 ���C �ह8 *#� ���&+ �� 	���� ��� ह�+ 
	� ��& ����� �ह8 �� �ह� ह� � , �� O"� ��& �)� �& ����� �� �ह& ह� �� �� ,� 
ह �%�q� �� �ह&  ह�  ....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: No, no ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA : Sir, nothing less than the withdrawal of 

the words ...(Interruptions)... 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �& �O3, & �� 3,�����-�� ��� 

ह�  ....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ������ �M��� : 4��� 0��& (6� %��� *&�& ���ह3  
....(!%7��)..... 

  

>����G�(	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): ��� ��>�	, 0ह*%��*� ��" , �� & 
�� ��* �ह&  ह� & �� 3,�����-�� ��� ह�+ �� 4��� ��� �"��3  
....(!%7��)..... ���& �� �	-� ��� ह$ ,� �� 4��� �%�q� �� �ह& ह�? 

SHRI    S.    S.    AHLUWALIA: It    is    so    simple.    Sir. 

...(In terrup tions)... 
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>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 0�� �� ��A ��ह �ह&  <& + 

 SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA: You want to give an explanation 

....(Interruptions).... 
 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): This is very 

unfortunate. This is very unfortunate. �� �$�g3+ �� ���� �ह8 ���� 
��ह�&? 

Why are you complicating this? ��� ��d�	 �� �$�g3+  
....(!%7��)..... 
 #%5 ��, ���& ह	��&  	���� ���, �� 	�R� ह� �� �� ����� �� 
�*O�& ह�, 4��&  �*3, ��� ��ह �& ���& 4��� ����� �&  ���&  	- �� ����� 
�*O�& �&  ���&  	- �ह� %ह� �ह� �ह8 ह$, ह	��& ��� �&  �ह��� �& �ह8 ह$+ ���*3 
	� ���& ह �&,%&�� �>� #� �� �� ���� �%�q� ��- ���� �)� ह	 ����&  
	�	*& 	- �� ��- +  

 
SHRI R. S. GAVAI: Sir, I am well aware of the rule, what the rule 

says...(Interruptions).... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): This cannot be 

tolerated. 
 
	
 ������ �M���: ह �� �ह"� _���� ह$ + 0#� 4WहF�& �ह� ह$ �� 

ह	 �� �& �"�� ह$ �� %ह ��?|��� ह$ �� �� 0��� �����C  	- �& ����* 
����3+ 0#� ���� *#�� ह$ �� ह g�� ह$  �� ह ���� 0�7��� ह$ +  
....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI R. S. GAVAI: Sir, if you hear me patiently, I made .... 
...(Interruptions) ....No, no ......... Interruptions) ....  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN(SHRI MD. SALIM): Mr. Ahluwalia, you 

cannot    obstruct    the    proceedings    of   the    House.        Sit    down........ 

(Interruptions).... 

SHRI R. S. GAVAI: I never made any allegation. These are facts, 

facts remain facts ........Interruptions) ..... 

That gentleman has written a book. He has levelled derogatory 

allegations against Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar. I never made any allegation. 

...(Interruptions) ... 

Whether it is a fact that he has written a book or not and whether he 

has made any allegations against Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar or not, the 

allegations are false. I cannot withdraw it. I won't do that. 

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA: He has said, "No."..(Interruptions)... 
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>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 	� �%�q� �&  �*3 ��* �ह� ह� � + 
.(Interruptions)..Ahluwaliaji, this is unbecoming. You are a senior Member. We 
are happy that you have come bacic. But you should know how to conduct 
yourself in this House...(Interruptions)... �� �$�g3+ �� ��	� 3� ��< �ह8 
��* ���&+ �� �$�g3+ Mr. Ahluwalia, you are obstructing the proceedings of 

the House deliberately. Let me dispose it off ...(Interruptions).... 	� �� 	�	*& 
�� ������ �) �>� #� + You are deliberately obstructing the proceedings of 

the House. Mr. Gavai, either you withdraw your remarks, or I will have to 
expunge them. You cannot make derogatory remarks against a Member. Either 
you withdraw the remarks, or I will have to expunge them. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD (Jammu and Kashmir): Sir, he has 
been in the Legislature for three decades. (Interruptions) You cannot dismiss 
him like that. You cannot counter him with your brute force. He has been a 
Chairman of the Council for decades. (Interruptions) This is not the way to 
cow him down. (Interruptions) You cannot browbeat him. He may be a new 

Member in the House, but he has been a presiding officer for more than a 
decade.... (Interruptions)... 
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): �$g ���&, 	��& >X*# �&  ��  ह$+  
....(!%7��)..... 

SHRI RAMDAS AGARWAL: He might have been in the 

legislature for 30 years, but what he said is shameful. 
 
>����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 0UV� �� ��� O�	�( �$g&  ह�, 

4��� ��*�& ����&+  ....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ������ �M���: �� 4��� �J	�� ���& ह�+  ....(!%7��)..... 
*&��� ��� 	- ���� �� #�*� �&�� � ���� �� 0�	�� ���� g�� �ह8 ह$  
....(!%7��)..... 

SHRl FALI S. NARIMAN (Nominated): Sir, I do not belongto any 

party. This has gone on for a great deal of time. It looks bad from outside the 

House. It was obviously a slip. I would therefore request him to stand up and 

say: "I withdraw my words". That would be gracious and it would be in the 

best traditions of the House. I have no axe to grind. I do not belong to any 

party. I would earnestly request him to kindly do that, for the sake of the 

House and for the dignity of the House. 
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5.00 P.M. 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: If he withdraws his book, I will withdraw my 
words. ...(Interruptions)... 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Kindly allow the 

Minister to speak. He has a right to give a personal explanation. 

(Interruptions) ह	�& ���� ह$ �� ,� ���� ह$ +  ....(!%7��)..... ����	� �� 
�&   �� �ह� ह$+ �� �ह��� �� ���& ह� �� ����-+  ....(!%7��)..... 
�	����� �� ���� ह$ ��C�* 3,�2*&�&(� �� +  ....(!%7��)..... 
 
 	
 ����� �F=�
 : ह ��� �ह8 ����� ��ह�& ह�+  ....(!%7��)..... 
4��� 0��� ह�� ��?;�� ��O�5 �&  �ह� ह$+  ....(!%7��)..... 

 

SHRI ARUN SHOURI: Sir I would only recall for 

yonr...{Interruptions)... Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir,... 

SHRIMATI CHANDRESH KUMARI: * 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: The Chair is allowing me. 

	
 ����� �F=�
:* 

SHRI RAJU PARMAR: *. 

	
 ��.��. �ह�������� :* 

	
 ���# ����� :* 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: * 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Nothing will go on 

record except Mr. Shourie. I have identified Mr. Shourie. No other thing will 

go on record. Mr. Arun Shourie. 

SHRI ARUN SHOURIE: Sir, I will ..(Interruptions)... Sir, with great 

respect..(Interruptions).. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): Nothing will go on 

record except what Mr. Arun Shourie is saying. ..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: * 

*Not recorded. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM) : Nothing is going on 

record. �" V �����C �ह8 ह� �ह� ह$ + 0dE (P�� �� ��*-#& 4��&  ��� ह�#�  
....(!%7��)..... O&* �� �&X�# �&  ���& 	- 	�R� 	ह�� �� ��&�	-� �� 	�	*� 
ह$+ *&��� �� �" V �ह8 �"��� ��ह �ह&  ह�  ....(!%7��)..... �" V �����C �� 
�ह8 ��3#�, �� �$g ���3  ....(!%7��)..... #%5 �� �ह"� ��Y� ��	� ह�, 
�� �$�g3 �)� #%5 �� ��*-#&  ....(!%7��)..... 
 	
 ��.��. �ह�������� :* 
 
 >����G�H (	
 �"ह7�� ��
�): 0dE (P�� �� ��* �-  �)� %& ��*-#& 
....(!%7��)..... 

Mr. Viirumbi. What do you want to say? 

SHRl S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI; Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I think 
the Private Mewmbers' Business is over now. whether it is withdrawal or 
exunction, it should be dealt with by the Vice-Chairman. That is what I feel, 

it cannot be extneded beyond the time allotted by the Business Advisory 
Committee, you please decide and tell us. Whether way you decide, we will 
abide by it. Whether it is withdrawal or expunction, that is left to you 

..(Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM): I have allowed him i 
request him to ...(Interruptions)... Mr. Gavai, you had been the Chairman of 

the Legislative Council, you had been a Member of the Lok Sabha 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBLSir, I want to a ruling on the 

point raised by me. 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRl MD. SALIM):Please wait a 

minitue..(Interruptions).... Some rule has to be observed. 2*��, �� *�# 
�$�g3+  ....(!%7��)..... 0#� 	� ��* �ह� ह� � ��� �&  ....(!%7��)..... 

Mr. Gavai, you are a senior leader...(Interruptions).... 

 
	
 ���� ��A��: 	"�)� 	���#3, ���*3 �'��, 	� 0��� ��� �� %��� 

*&�� ह� �  ....(!%7��)..... 

*Not recorded. 
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THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI MD. SALIM):The House stands 
adjourned till 11 a.m. on Monday, the 24th April, 2000. 

The House then adjourned at seven minutes past five of the clock till eleven 

of the clock on Monday, the 24th April, 2000. 
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